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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Survey objectives 
The specific objectives for the survey in Morocco were: 
• To map the distribution and estimate the biomass of the main small pelagic fish species using 
hydroacoustic methods. The species of interest were: sardine Sardina pilchardus, sardinellas 
Sardinella aurita, S. maderensis, chub mackerel Scomber japonicus, horse mackerel 
Trachurus trachurus, T. trecae, and anchovy Engraulis encrasicolus. 
• To identify acoustic targets by midwater and bottom trawl sampling and process the catches 
by recording weight and number by species. For the target species, length frequencies are 
taken to describe the size distribution. 
• As a pilot project: to collect otoliths of sardine and try to read these during the survey. 
• To sample standard hydrographical transects for temperature, salinity and oxygen off Cape 
Blanc, Cape Barbas, Dakhla, Cape Bojador, Cape Juby, Cape Dra and Cape Ghir. 
The time allocated for this part of the survey was 25 working days. 
1.2 Participation 
Members of the scientific teams were: 
Institut National de Recherche Halieutique, Morocco: 
Hassan MOUSTAHFID (team !eader), Hamid CHFIRI, Mohamed ARAABAB Ahmed 
YOUSSOUFI and Rachid ZIANI 
Institut Mauritanien de Recherches Oceanographiques et des Peches, Mauritania: 
Mohamed O/SIDI 
Institute of Marine Research, Norway (IMR): 
Oddgeir ALVHEIM (cruise leader 18 May-1 J une ), Tore STRØMME (cruise leader 2-17 
June), Marek OSTROWSKI (2-17 June), Tore MØRK, and Jarle WANGENSTEN 
(18 May-1 June), Reider Toresen (cruise leader 17-22 June), Magne OLSEN (17-22 June) 
and Terje HAUGLAND (17-22 June). 
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1.3 Narrative 
Figure 1 shows the cruise track and the stations worked during the survey. The vessel departed 
from Agadir on May 18, steaming northwards to Cape Cantin from where the sampling work 
staned. The survey proceeded southwards with an acoustic sampling grid with a transect distance 
10 nautical miles (NM) apart, covering the shelf and slope down until about 200 m bottom depth. 
The outer shelf between Cape Dra and Cape Juby was sampled with a more open grid as it is 
known from previous surveys that this part of the shelf holds few pelagic resources and no 
sardine. The survey continued to south of Cape Bojador when sampling was interrupted with a 
call at Las Palmas 1-2 June for refuelling and change of crew. The survey proceeded southwards 
covering the wide shelf between Cape Bojador and Cape Barbas with transects. South of Cape 
Barbas the survey was interrupted due to a failure in the main engine and it was necessary to 
return to Las Palmas on 17 lune for service. The survey work in the region Cape Barbas-Cape 
Blanc was resumed as part of the following survey in Mauritania and the results as concems the 
pelagic resources is included in this report. 
The weather was somewhat rougher than during normal December surveys, but did not constrain 
the survey work. 
1.4 Methods 
The cruise followed the standard methods established for the regional surveys. 
Environmental data 
Meteorological observations inc luding wind direction and speed, air temperature, global radiation 
and sea surface temperature (SST) were automatically logged and recorded with position and 
bottom depth every nautical mile sailed using an Aanderaa meteorological station. CTD-stations 
were recorded at the standard hydrographic transects. A Seabird 911 + CTD pro be was used to 
obtain ve11ical profil es of temperature, salinity and oxygen. Real time plotting and logging was 
done using the customised Seabird Seasave software installed on a PC. The profiles were in 
general taken down to a few meters above the bottom. In deep stations, however, data logging 
was interrupted at 500 m. Niskin bottles were triggered for water samples, one near the surface 
and one near the bottom, in order to calibrate the oxygen and salinity sensors . The water samples 
were analysed for dissolved oxygen using the Winkler method, and for salinity using a Guildline 
Portasal salinometer mod. 841 0. 
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Biological sampling of the fish was carried out using trawls. A pelagic trawl with floats was often 
used. A smaller pelagic trawl or the bottom trawl with floats was used for sampling the pelagic fish 
in very shallow waters (depth less than 25 m). Annex ill gives a description of the instruments and 
the fishing gear used. All catches were sampled for composition by weight and numbers of each 
species caught. Species identification was based on the FAO Species Guides. Length frequency 
di stributions, by total fish length in cm, of the selected target species were taken in all the stations 
where they were present. The complete records of fishing stations are shown in Annex IL 
The fo llowing target groups were used for Morocco: 
l . Sardine (European pilehard Sardina pilclzardus), 
2. Sardinellas (flat sardinella Sardillella maderensis and round sardinella S. aurita), 
3. Anchovy (European anchovy Engraulis encrasicolus), 
4. Horse mackerels (Atlantic horse mackerel Trachurus trachurus, Cunene horse mackerel 
T. trecae, 
5. Mackerels (chub mackerel Scomber japonicus), 
6. Other pelagic scombrids, carangids and associated species (such as Auxis sp" Caranx sp. and 
largehead hairtail Trichiums lepturus) , BEI group PEL2, 
7. Other demersal species (such as Sparidae, Haemulidae and Merluccidae). 
Otoliths of sardine, sardinella, horse mackerel and chub mackerel were col!ected for a regional 
project on aging. Some of the sardine otoli ths were read dming the survey. 
Acoustic samplillg 
A SIMRAD EK500 Echosounder was used and the echograms were stored on both paper and fi les . 
The acoustic biomass estimates were based on the integration technique. The Bergen Integrator 
(BEI) was used for analysis and allocation of the integrated sA-values (average area back scattering 
coefficient in m2/NM2) to the individual specified target groups by 5 NM intervals. The BEi system 
has improved capabilities in di scriminating dense fi sh aggregations close to the bottom as compared 
to the inbuilt integrator in EK500, which was used in the surveys prior to 1995. The splitting and 
allocation of the integrator outputs (sA-values) was based on a combination of a visual scrutiny of 
species characteristics as deduced from echo diagrams, the BEI analysis, and the catch compositions. 
In cases where the target category of fish contains more than one species (sardinellas and horse 
mackerels), the mean sA-value allocated to the category is divided between the species in the same 
ratio as their relative contribution to the mean back scattering strength in the length frequency 
samples. 
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The fo llowing target strength (TS) function was applied to convert allocated sA-values (average 
integrator value, or area back scattering coefficient for a given species or group of species in a 
specified area) to number of fish: 
TS = 20 logL - 72 dB (1) 
which can be converted (see Toresen et al. 1998 for details) to the area form (scattering cross 
sections of acoustic targets): 
(2) 
where L; is total length in 1 cm length group i and CF; (m-2) is the reciprocal back scattering cross 
section, or so-called fish conversion factor. In order to split and convert the allocated sA-values 
(m2/NM2) to fi sh densities (numbers per Jength group per NM2 ), the following formula was used: 
where p; = density (n/NM2) of fi sh in length group i 
SA = mean integrator value (m2/NM2) 
p; = proportion of fish in Jength group i 
(3) 
I ..!i._= the relative back scattering cross section (m2) of the length frequency 
i= I CF, 
sample of the target species, and 
CFi = reciprocal back scattering cross section (crbs-1) of a fish in length group i 
For TS= 20log L- be 72 the formula can further simplified into: 
- fl ; P, = 1261217· Sa_ma_x __ (4) 
I n,1? 
1=min 
where SA = mean integrator value of a species within an aggregation area, in m2/NM2 
ni = frequency count of length group i in a pooled representative sample from the 
distribution area. 
l; = mid length of fish in length group i. 
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The constant 1261217 incorporates the offset constant -72 in 
equation (1). For other TS relationships the equation constant 
becomes as in box. The table is presented to facilitate a 
recalculation in case more accurate TS measurements are provided 
in the future: 
Using equation (4), the pooled Jength distribution is used together 
with the mean SA-value to calculate the density by length groups for 
each observed area with fish aggregations. The total number, by 
length groups, in an area is obtained by multiplying the densities with 
the dist1ibution area. Areas were calculated on the maps by using a 



















The number of fish were converted to biomass by Iength group using the estimated weight at length 
from the length-weight relationship: 
cond 3 w=--*L 
100 (3) 
The specific condition factors obtained from the samples and applied for thi s survey were: 0.82 for 
sardine, 0.94 for S. aurita, 0.97 for S. madere11sis, 0.54 for Engraulis encrasicolus and 0.84 for horse 
rnackerel and chub rnackerel. 
Finally the total biornass estimate is obtained by summing the biomass by length group and areas 
within each sector of the survey. 
Equations (1), (2) and (3) show that the conversion from sA-value to nurnber of fish is dependent on 
the length composition of the fish. In general there are many problems associated with getting 
representative length distributions when the various size classes mix with varying proportions 
between neighbouring stations. When the size classes are well and homogenously rnixed in an area, 
the vruious length distributions are pooled together with equal importance. In areas where fi sh size-
groups are well segregated, separate estimates are made for each group. Otherwise, when the size 
distribution varies from sample to sample, a weighting factor is applied that takes into account the 
density at the location. In most cases, the mean acoustic density at the location of the sample is the 
most representati ve index of thi s fish density. 
For the estirnation of the biomass of target group 6, carangids and associated species, an overall 
average Jength of 23 cm and a condition factor of 0.88 (to calculate rnean weight of this length 
gro up) were applied. 
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A systematic approach to a) produce pooled length distributions of a target species for use in the 
above equation and b) calculate the biomass estimates for a region, are obtained through the 
fo llowing procedure: 
• Each trawl stati on gets an integrator value as a density index for the sampling site. 
• Representative length dist1ibutions are selected from all the collected samples of a fish 
aggregation. 
• The mean back scattering strength of a fish in each of these length frequency distributions is 
calcu lated. 
• The selected length distributions are then pooled using the ratio between the allocated sA-value 
and the mean back scattering strength as the weighting factor. (If the size distribution is 
geographically unifmm the three steps mentioned above can be skipped and the samples are 
pooled together with equal importance.) 
• The pooled length distribution is used together with the mean sA value to calculate the biomass 
in numbers by length groups , for each area in the map, using formula (4) above. Numbers are 
converted to weight using the condition factor of the species. This can be calculated from the 
length samples where the total weight of the sample is recorded, or from individual biological 
samples. 
• Biomass is calculated as the product of the density and the area of the aggregation, and finally 
the area-related biomass values in a region are summed together. 
The necessary calculations are done in spreadsheets after the scientist has completed the two first 
steps in the above list manually. 
All data on fi shing stations and fish length sampling were made available to the pa1ticipants from the 
Jocal research institutes on CDs. 
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CHAPTER 2 SURVEY RESULTS 
2.1 Hydrographic conditions 
Weather conditions during the survey, were dominated by persistent north-easterly trades 
blowing along the length of Moroccan coast. These strong winds lead to the intensification of 
upwelling and coastal currents. The hydrography on the shelf was dominated by water masses of 
the North Atlantic 01igin. Water masses of the tropical Atlantic domain were detected only in the 
southemmost part of the survey grid along the continental slope, probably too deep to influence 
the conditions in the habitat of pelagic stocks on the shelf. However, it is important to observe 
that area off Cape Blanc, where the influence of the tropical Atlantic is expected to be the most 
pronounced, was not covered in this survey. 
Wind conditions 
In the north, between Cape Cantin to Cape Ghir, Figure 2b, a strong no11herly gale hit the survey 
region. Steady winds continued to blow alongshore with exceeding 12-13 mis until the survey 
reached Cape Ghir. South of Cape Ghir, between Agadir and Sidi Ifni the wind speed dropped 
below 5 mis and wind direction become variable. This significant decrease in wind intensity was 
in agreement with the long-term seasonal wind pattems observed in this area, which is sheltered 
from north-easterly trade winds by the nearby Atlas Mountains. Further south, the survey entered 
into the region between Cape Dra and Cape Juby, into the westward-oriented section of the coast, 
where the main wind stress is oriented onshore. The strong northeasterly wi nd was picked up 
again and its velocity arose to 10 mis. South of Cape Juby, the survey tumed southwards, 
following the changing direction of the coastline, and entered the Laayoune region. The wind 
conditions had become somewhat calmer; south of Cap Juby the speed dropped below 9 mis, 
decreasing further down to 7 mis off Cape Barbas. Following the four days interruption, between 
May 31 and J une 4, the survey headed south of 26° N in to the Dakhla region, which is the area 
well -known for the strongest alongshore winds in all seasons. Figure 2a clearly shows that 
throughout this region the wind blew steadily from the northeasterl y directions, had a nearly 
constant velocity in the range of 10-13 mis and very little of spatial variation. 
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Figure 2a. Wind conditions along the survey, Cape Blanc to Cape Juby. Depth conto urs as in Fig. l a. 
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Figure 2b. Wind conditions along the survey, Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. Depth contours as in Fig. la. 
Sea surface temperature 
During the survey, the predominant alongshore orientation of the wind field reinforced coastal 
upwelling along the northem Morocco. The cooling of coastal waters due to upwelling is clearly 
manifested in the di stributions of sea surface temperature, Figure 3b. 
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The two prominent upwelling cells were observed off Safi and between Cape Sim and Cape Ghir, 
with temperatures below 15 °C and 14 °C, respectively. This was more than three degrees below the 
temperatures in the offshore waters. Another well-developed upwelling cell was found off Sidi Ifni, 
where the observed temperature was less then 16 °C. In the northem region, the only warmer near 
shore waters were found in the wind-sheltered area off Agadir, where near shore temperature rose to 
18-19 °C. 
The southemmost prominent upwelling cell was observed south of Cape Juby, near the coastal 
town of Laayoune, Figure 3a. The sea surface ternperature at this upwelling centre was below 
16 °C. 
Interestingly, no upwelling signature was detected near shore in the Dakhla region, in spite of the 
strong, upwelling-favourable winds. In fact, off Cape Barbas the inshore waters were even 
warmer than those at the shelf-break. We attribute this to the fact that our observation took place 
during a strong and persistent wi nd event. The pools of cool inshore water related to upwelling, 
which probably had occurred at the wind anset, by the time we reached the survey area, were 
dispersed by the strong turbulence and mixing of the wind-driven, shallow coastal current. This 
condition would be probably short-lived, lasting for the duration of the strong wind episode. 
However, it may have affected the di stribution of fish by forcing those species, which avoid 
living in the extremely turbid inshore waters, to move out across the shelf. For example, the 
distribution of sardine recorded in this region , Figure 5 exhibits an offshore shift that could be 
coupled to the above process. 
Vertical distribution and water masses 
T he two principal water masses observed in the northem part of the survey grid, from Cape 
Cantin to Cape Juby were representing the North Atlantic dornain (NACW): the high salinity 
surface water associated with the Mediterranean outflow and the underlying it, North Atlantic 
Central Water (NACW). The signatures of these water masses were clearly identifiable at 25-
30 NM offshore from the hydrographic sections, Figure 4 . The subsmface core of the 
Mediterranean water was observed at a depth of 50 m. As one moved from Sidi lfni to Cape 
Bojador, the salinity at the core increased from 36.3 to 36.8 psu, and temperature was 14-15 °C. 
It is thi s water mass, which is upwelling along the coast of the northem Morocco and constitutes, 
in modified from, the shelf waters along the coast. In thi s survey, the most pronounced uplift of 
NACW to the shelf was detected at Cape Ghir, Figure 4. Comparing thi s figure with the SST 
distribution , it becomes evident this uplift was matched by the pool of cold water to the north of 
Cape Ghir, observed on the SST di stribution map, Figure 3b. 
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Figure 3b. Sea surface temperature (at 5 m depth), Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. Depth contours as in Fig. la. 
Along the remaining sections in the northem region, the presence of NACW on the shelf was less 
pronounced, but still detectable in the bottom layers offshore. 
As the survey moved south, NACW disappeared from the record at the Cape Bojador section. 
The steep and short shelf along that section was dominated entirely by the Mediterranean Surface 
Water carried with the Canary CuITent. The cun-ent measurements made with an ADCP, Acoustic 
15 
Doppler Current Profiler, (not rep01ied here because of problem with calibration of absolute 
values), clearly showed that at this location the cun-ent was threefold stranger than elsewhere in 
the survey region and that its main branch tumed south-westwards. 
The two southernmost sections, off Dakhla and Cape Bojador exhibited these three main features: 
(1) uniform, well mixed water column on the shelf, T = 17 °C, S = 36.1 psu; (2) the presence of 
the Canary Current in the surface Jayer at the shel f break; and (3) a poleward undercun-ent along 
the upper s lope, transporting to the region South Atlantic Central Water (SACW) with S < 35.8 
psu, T < 16 °C and 0 2 < 3 ml/I. 
Until this survey, our knowledge on the magnitude the South Atlantic waters incursions into the 
Dakhla shelf has been limited. We did, however, observed a strong relationship between the type 
of water mass present at Cape Blanc (21 ° N) and species composition of the surveyed stocks. To 
increase further our understanding of the relationship between hydrography and fi sh stock 
composition in this important for fisheries region, we have established a new fine-resolution grid 
of hydrographic stations. The grid is oriented alongshore, following the 50 and 200 m depth 
contours Figure la exhibits the grid of the stations along 200 m observed during this survey and 
the resulting sections for temperature, salinity and oxygen. From that figure, it is evident that the 
SACW intrusion reached its norihemmost location approximately at 24 °N while remaining 
below the shelf-beak throughout the whole region. Not shown here is the di stribution at 50 m, 
which showed a presence of well-mixed North Atlantic Waters (T = 17 °C, S = 36. l psu) in the 
inshore of the Dakhla-Cape Barbas region without a trace of influence of the South Atlantic 
domain . 
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2.2 Distribution of pelagic fish on the shelf from Cape Blanc to Cape Juby 
Figures 5 to 8 show the di stribution of the main groups of pelagic fi sh by contoured acoustic 
densities . 
Sardine, Sardina pilchardus, Figure 5, was found along most of the coast, generally with a more 
offshore dist1ibution compared to the surveys in the later years. South of Cape Barbas there was a 
predominance of juveniles with a mean length 13 cm, Figure 9b. The highest concentrations of 
sardine occurred between 23 and 25 °N but were not as dense as during the two previous surveys. 
These aggregations consisted mostl y of fish in the range 19-24 cm. Between Cape Boj ador and 
Cape Juby the fish was mainly in the range 14-18 cm, Figure 9a. Recruitment seems fairly 
successful with abundant small sized sardine south of Cape Barbas and extending into 
Mauritania. 
Sardinellas (Sardinella au.rita and Sardinella maderensis) were found in aggregations wi th low 
densities between Dakhla and Cape Blanc, Figure 6. The high densities of sardi nella were 
probably di sttibuted more south of Cape Blanc in Mauritania and Senegal. 
Horse mackerels (Trachurus trachurus and T. trecae) were common from Cape Blanc to Cape 
Bojador, mostly at low densities at the outer shelf, Figure 7. 
Chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus) was recorded in low densities along the outer shelf from 
Cape Juby to Cape Blanc, Figure 8. 
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Figure 9. Length frequency distributions sardine Cape Blanc to Cape Juby. 
2.3 Distribution of pelagic fish on the shelf from Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. 
Sardine, Figure 10, was registered along most of the coast except between Sidi Ifni and Cape 
Ghir. The highest densities were recorded between Cape Juby and Cape Dra and between Cape 
Sim and Safi. The general picture has much resemblance with the previous surveys. The pooled 
length distiibutions on sardine, Figure 12, show that the main part of the sardine is made up by 
younger sardines with two modes; around 9 and 17 cm. 
Anchovy was found in several patches along the coast, Figure 11. In the last two surveys anchovy 
was almost absent from the area, but seems now to regain some of its earlier strength. 
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F igure 10. Distribution of sardine, Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. Depth contours as in Fig. la. 
Recordings of horse mackerel and chub mackerel were rather few as expected from previous 
surveys in the region. A nmTow band of chub mackerel registered by the acoustic system at the 
shelf break off Tan Tan could indicate that the species is slightly more abundant in this area. 
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Figure 11. Distribution of anchovy, Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. Depth contours as in Fig. la. 
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Figure 12. Length frequency distribution o f sard ine Cape Juby to Cape Cantin. 
2.4 Biomass estimates 
A summa.ry on biomass estimates is given in Table 2 below. More detailed biomass estimates in 
number and weight by length groups are shown in Annex I. 
Cape Blanc-Cape Bojador 
The sardine was estimated to 2.9 million tonnes, a considerable reduction from the 3.5 million 
tonnes estimated in November 2001. The length distribution is earl ier shown in Figure 9. Most of 
the fi sh in terms of biomass consist of older fi sh. Compared with earlier years, the development in 
the "adult" part of the stock (i .e. fish > 19 cm) is: 
Survey Thousand tonnes Million fi sh 
November-December 1996 4 600 47 400 
November-December 1997 240 2 900 
November-December 1998 340 3 400 
November-December 1999 1 000 11 500 
November-December 2000 1 260 13 200 
May-June 2oo i* 1 975 22 500 
November-December 2001 3 200 32 000 
May-June 2002* 2 100 21 400 
* Including sardine in Mauritania 
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Recruitment seems fairly successful , with 52 billion fi sh in the range 9-1 5 cm, made up of fish 
south of Cape Barbas and including fish in Mauritanian waters who were surveyed one week 
later. 
Sardinella was estimated to 165 thousand ta nnes consisting only of reund sardinella. This 
estimate is a considerable reduction from the 2.5 million tannes estimated 6 months earlier. This 
is assumed to be more the feature of a seasonal fluctuation as most sardinella is assumed to be 
south of the thermal front between the Canary CmTent and the trepical waters. 
The two species of horse mackerel combined was estimated 385 thousand tannes, of which 
about reughl y 190 thousand and 195 thousand were Atlantic and Cunene horse mackerel 
respectively. 
Cape Bojador-Cape Juby 
Sardine was estimated to 271 thousand tonnes a considerable reduction from the 650 thousand 
tonnes estimated in June and in November 2001. The biomass is mainly composed of young fish 
less than 19 cm in Jength. 
Cape Juby - Cape Cantin 
The sardine is estimated to 590 thousand tonnes, down from 890 thousand tonnes in December 
2001. Abundance in numbers is about 30 billion, al most the same as the 27 billion estimated last 
December. The size greup 15-19 cm has been reduced by about 35% since December, but this is 
compensated by a streng recruitment of younger fish. The presence of fish of 7-11 cm length is 
several times as streng now as compared toa year earlier, in June 2001. 
Anchovies were estimated to 40 thousand tonnes compared to 100 thousand a year earlier. Two 
modes, 8 and 12 cm, are found in the length di stributions, Annex 1. 
Table 2 Summary of biomass estimates of pelagic fi sh, thousand tonnes. 
Round F lat Atlantic Cunene Chub Region Sardines 
sardinella sardinella horse horse mackerel Anchovy 
mackerel mackerel 
Cape Blanc-
Cape Bojador 2 900 165 0 190 195 215 15 
Cape Bojador-
Cape Juby 270 0 0 l 0 10 0 
Cape Juby-
Cape Cantin 590 0 0 45 0 65 40 
Totals 3 760 165 0 235 195 290 55 
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CHAPTER 3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The survey was conducted in the period 18111 May to 13111 June when the work had to be 
interrupted due to engine failure. This left a small unsurveyed area north of Cape Blanc which 
was covered in connection with the following survey in Mauritania. The results from the 
remaining part are merged into this report. The survey area Cape Cantin-Cape Blanc was covered 
with an acoustic course track of 5050 NM and 86 fishing stations. The limits of the school areas 
of the sardine. anchovy and horse mackerel are thought to have been well determined and the 
main areas adequately sampled. The weather conditions were rough in the northem part of the 
survey area and put some constraints on the survey work. 
The hydrographical data show the upwelling occurring in the usual locations along the coast. 
Distribution of temperature and salinity indicate a colder coastal climate than expected from the 
long termed seasonal mean. 
Figure 13 gives a general overview on the major aggregations of pelagic fish with rounded 
biomass figures. The biomass estimates are also summarised in Table 2. 
Generally the sardine has a di stribution pattem as normal for the season: juveniles south of Cape 
Barbas and the main part of the adult southem stock between Cape Ba.rbas and 24°30'N. The 
biomass of sardine between Cape Blanc and Cape Bojador has decreased from 3.5 million tannes 
in November 2001 to 2.9 million during the last survey. Of this 2. 1 million is old fish in the 
Dakhla region, while 800 thousand tannes is from fish south of Cape Barbas. (A further 840 000 
tonnes of young sardine was recorded in Mauritanian waters in the following week when these 
waters were surveyed.) 
Sardine in the region Cape Bojador-Cape Juby is estimated to 270 thousand tannes, the same as 
in December 2000. Also this area holds considerable juveniles that will grow during 2001. 
Further north, the stock between Cape Juby and Cape Cantin is estimated to 590 thousand tonnes, 
down from 890 thousand estimated in December 2001. The number of recruits is relatively high 
and represents more than 50% of the stock. This could indicate that recruitment to the northem 
part of the central stock will be strong in 2001. 
The concentrations of round sardinella found between Dakhla and Cape Blanc represent only 
165 thousand tonnes, a considerable reduction from the 2.5 million tannes estimated 6 months 
earlier. The fish recordings extend southwards into Mauritania, which probably holds the main 
part of the stock during this season. 
Figure 13. 
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Horse mackerel was mainly found scattered between Cape Blanc and Cape Bojador. The estimate 
is 385 thousand tennes, almost the same as in December 2001. This year the number of juveniles 
is relati vely high , indicating streng recruitment. 
Anchovy was found in several patches along the coast. The biomass was estimated to 55 thousand 
tennes, a considerable increase from 8 thousand tennes estimated in November 2001. This could 
indicate that the anchovy is about to regain its earlier strength. 
Trends 1995-2002, sardine 
Figure 14 shows the biomass estimates of sardine compared with results from previous 
"Dr. Fridtjof Nansen" surveys. Figure 15 shows the biomass figures 1995-2002 by Jength classes. 
Both figures show that the southern stock, including the sardine between Cape Bojador and Cape 
Juby, is slightly lower compared with one year earlier. Analysed by size groups the reduction 
cornes in the adult part of the stock, which has declined from 3.2 to 2.1 million tennes. This is 
compensated by new recruitment at the order of 800 thousand tennes. In addition , during the 
following survey in Mauritania (23-29 June), 840 thousand tannes of sardine was recorded south 
of Cape Blanc. This aggregation consisted almost exclusively of fish less than 17 cm. This points 
to a fairly good new year-class of sardine that should recruit to the main stock later in the year. 
Small fish , as observed towards the end of last year, dominates the central stock between Cape 
Juby and Safi. The leve! of the stock is lower than in November and June 2001. Probably due to 
the high fi shing pressure on the central stock, the adult part has been strongly reduced. This is 
compensated by streng recruitment of younger fish. The fishery in this region continues to be on 
one dominant year class of young fish and is therefore dependent on successful recruitment each 
year. The fish is captured in the middle of its most intensive growth period (growth overfishing), 
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Figure 15. Numbers and biomass by length class, 1995-2002. Cape Juby-Cape Cantin (top) and Cape Timiris-Cape 
Juby (bottom). 
Annex I Biomass and number by fish length dass 
Sardine (Sardina pilchardus ) 
MOROCCO & MAURITANIA, May-June 2002 
Length C.Jubv-C.Cantin C.Boiador-C.Juby C. Blanc-C. Bojador C.Timiris-C.Blanc Total 
cm ton nes N millions ton nes N millions tonnes N millions tonn es N millions tonn es N millions 
5 81 60 127 93 209 153 
6 6 204 2 755 502 223 6 706 2 978 
7 9 480 2 740 995 288 114 33 10 589 3 061 
8 8 756 1 739 833 165 419 83 10 007 1 987 
9 40 265 5 727 540 77 4148 590 3 763 502 44 953 6 394 
10 39 352 4 146 194 20 17 787 1 874 28 561 2 919 57 332 6 040 
11 25137 2 016 362 29 33 139 2 657 69 283 5 657 58 639 4 702 
12 10 568 660 1 690 106 33 030 2 062 32150 2 032 45 288 2 828 
13 15 861 786 8 805 436 97 414 4 828 231 890 11 226 122 079 6 051 
14 25 138 1 006 18 205 728 90 202 3 608 282 208 11 368 133 545 5 342 
15 23 396 766 21 646 709 33 941 1 112 123 503 4093 78 982 2 587 
-
16 101 098 2 745 43247 1 174 17 660 479 8 068 229 162 005 4 398 
17 138 584 3153 66 223 1 507 37 284 848 242 091 5 509 
18 90 756 1 748 38 658 745 158 148 3 046 287 562 5 539 
-· 
19 44 795 737 7 669 126 366 421 6 026 418 885 6 889 
20 5 907 84 3 071 43 243132 3 442 252 110 3 569 
21 1 283 16 3 254 40 187 391 2299 18 786 232 191 928 2 355 
22 21 845 234 448 996 4 807 21 322 229 470 841 5 041 
23 25 756 242 569 134 5 348 24 519 229 594 890 5 590 
24 5 602 46 501 536 4159 507 139 4 205 






Total 586 663 30 882 271 000 7 045 2 924 046 47 922 844 053 38 716 4 625 762 124 565 
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen Annex 1.xls 08.05.2003 
Annex I, page 2 
Round sardinella (Sardinella aurita) 
SENEGAL · THE GAMBIA· MAURITANIA · MOROCCO, May-July 2002 
Length Number in millions Biomass in tonnes 





8 15,0 15,0 89 89 
9 121 ,9 121 ,9 1 003 1 003 
10 602,4 602,4 6 695 6 695 
11 655,2 655,2 9 566 9 566 
12 430,0 430,0 8 063 8 063 
13 1676,5 1 676,5 39 599 39 599 
14 2284,4 3,5 2 287,8 66 856 99 66 955 
15 1824,1 4,1 1 828,2 65 212 143 65 354 
16 591,0 4,1 595,1 25 487 172 25 659 
17 276,8 27,4 304,2 14 240 1 379 15 620 
18 12,3 63,5 75,9 749 3 781 4 531 
19 12,3 83,2 95,5 877 5 797 6 674 
20 63,1 63,1 5 111 5 111 
21 107,4 107,4 10 034 10 034 
22 48,2 48,2 5 160 5 160 
23 42,0 23,7 65,7 5228 2 891 8 11 9 
24 67,5 24,9 92,4 9 531 3 436 12 967 
25 73,0 22,6 95,6 11 617 3 530 15 147 
26 89,4 6,0 95,4 15 971 1 053 17 025 
27 82,1 2,9 85,1 16 393 587 16 980 
28 51 , 1 31,4 82,4 11 354 6 969 18 323 
29 25,5 91,7 3,5 120,7 6 296 22 602 834 29 732 
30 53,9 53,9 14 679 14 679 
31 94,6 3,5 98,1 28 400 1 016 29 415 
32 145,2 6,9 152, 1 47 847 2 231 50 078 
33 255,1 18,3 273,4 92 065 6 478 98 544 
34 449,4 50,2 499,6 177 173 19 367 196 541 
35 326,8 65,8 392,6 140 353 27 663 168 016 
36 107,9 79,0 186,9 50 393 36 098 86 491 
37 62,3 48,5 110,8 31 540 24 039 55 579 















Total 430,6 10 123,4 766,2 11 320,2 76 391 851 045 165 144 1 092 580 
Dr.Fridtjof Nansen Annex 1.xls 08.05.2003 
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Flat sardinella (Sardinella maderensis ) 
SENEGAL-THE GAMBIA-MAURITANIA-MOROCCO, May-July 2002 
Length Number in millions Biomass in tonnes 





8 25,5 25,5 151 151 
9 51,1 51,1 421 421 
10 25,5 20,5 46,1 284 228 512 
11 75,2 75,2 1 098 1 098 
12 20,5 20,5 385 385 
13 6,8 6,8 162 162 
14 3,4 3,4 100 100 
15 28,9 28,9 1 035 1 035 
16 6,8 6,8 293 293 
17 13,6 13,6 700 700 
18 59,7 59,7 3 626 3 626 
19 75,2 75,2 5 352 5 352 
20 72,3 72,3 5 978 5 978 
21 284,8 284,8 27175 27 175 
22 315,1 315,1 34 458 34 458 
23 815,3 815,3 101 578 101 578 
24 1252,2 1252,2 176 778 176 778 
25 660,3 10,4 670,7 105 105 1 651 106 756 
26 199,4 10,4 209,8 35 627 1 853 37 480 
27 69,1 17,2 86,3 13 788 3 436 17 224 
28 10,7 30,9 41 ,6 2 373 6 864 9 237 
29 24,7 24,7 6 098 6 098 
30 25,5 38,9 64,4 6 958 10 591 17 549 
31 53,0 53,0 15 909 15 909 
32 28,3 28,3 9 319 9 319 
33 21,2 21,2 7 654 7654 
34 14, 1 14,1 5 574 5 574 
















Total 3994,5 386,3 4380,8 521 779 76 894 598 673 
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Anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus ) 
MOROCCO, May-June 2002 
Length C.Juby-C.Cantin C.Blanc-C.Juby Total 
cm tonn es N millions ton nes N millions tonn es N millions 
5 56 62,2 1 1,2 57 63,4 
6 616 415,2 18 12,0 634 427,2 
7 1 610 706,9 90 39,6 1 701 746,5 
8 3 431 1 034,6 110 33,1 3 541 1 067,7 
9 2 151 464,5 806 174,2 2 957 638,7 
10 3 368 538,7 4 704 752,4 8 071 1 291,2 
11 6 886 838,5 7 383 898,9 14 269 1 737,4 
12 14 359 1 361,4 2 008 190,4 16 366 1 551 ,8 
13 6 005 452,0 647 48,7 6 652 500,7 
14 796 48,4 464 28,2 1 260 76,6 






Total 39 277 5 922,4 16 374 2185,8 55 651 8 108,2 
Dr.Fridtjof Nansen Annex 1.xls 08.05.2003 
Annex I, page 5 
Atlantic horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus) 
MOROCCO, May-June 2002 
Length C.Juby-C.Cantin C.Blanc-C.Juby Total 
cm tonn es N millions ton nes N millions tonn es N millions 
5 
6 
7 1 0,2 15 4,2 16 4,4 
8 294 57,1 294 57,1 
9 11 1,6 2 073 287,9 2 084 289,4 
10 59 6,0 9 181 944,2 9 240 950,2 
11 76 6,0 15 160 1 186,7 15 236 1 192,6 
12 51 3, 1 7 273 443,3 7 324 446,4 
13 31 1,5 1 512 73,2 1 543 74,7 
14 72 2,8 353 13,8 425 16,6 
15 34 1, 1 664 21 ,2 698 22,3 
16 9 0,2 9 ,2 
17 414 9,2 414 9,2 
18 25 0,5 207 3,9 232 4,4 
19 351 5,6 693 11, 1 1 044 16,8 
20 325 4,5 8 837 122,1 9 162 126,6 
21 558 6,7 45937 550,3 46 495 556,9 
22 250 2,6 25 512 266,6 25 762 269,2 
23 208 1,9 13 242 121,5 13 449 123,4 
24 58 0,5 5 135 41,6 5 193 42,0 
25 13 977 100,3 13 977 100,3 
26 13 525 86,5 13 525 86,5 
27 8 039 46,0 8 039 46,0 
28 6 782 34,9 6 782 34,9 
29 6 135 28,4 6 135 28,4 
30 57 0,2 2 230 9,4 2 287 9,6 
31 1 746 6,7 1 746 6,7 
32 1 438 5,0 1 438 5,0 
33 
34 
35 446 1,2 446 1,2 
36 323 0,8 679 1,7 1 002 2,5 
37 1 226 2,8 1 226 2,8 
38 2 842 5,9 2 842 5,9 
39 7 163 13,8 7163 13,8 
40 9 044 16,2 9 044 16,2 
41 6 646 11 , 1 6 646 11, 1 
42 6 373 9,9 6 373 9,9 
43 8 200 11 ,9 8 200 11 ,9 
44 2 048 2,8 2 048 2,8 
45 
46 668 0,8 668 ,8 




Total 46 485 121 ,3 191 053 4477 237 538 4 598 
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen Annex 1.xls 08.05.2003 
Annex I, page 6 
Cunene horse mackerel (Trachurus trecae ) 
SENEGAL-THE GAMBIA-MAURITANIA - MOROCCO, May-July 2002 
Length Number in millions Biomass in tonnes 
cm Senegal Mauritania Morocco Total Senegal Mauritania Morocco Total 
4 93,1 91 , 1 81 81 
5 1 738, 1 1 737, 1 2 776 2 776 
6 5,2 9 096,8 9 102,0 14 23 983 23 997 
7 183,6 16 660,9 16 844,5 744 67 477 68 220 
- -8 294,2 15 392,9 39,8 15 726,9 1 735 90 750 205 92 690 
9 91 ,2 35 001,0 278,6 35 370,7 750 288 086 2006 290 843 
10 132,8 19 581,3 46,4 19 760,5 1 476 217 610 451 219 538 
11 171 ,6 4 603,1 19,9 4 794,6 2 506 67 207 254 69 967 
12 50,5 2 006,7 2 057,2 946 37 626 38 572 
13 9,7 170,3 39,7 219,8 230 4 023 821 5 074 
14 5,7 24,3 6,6 36,7 167 712 170 1 049 
-- -
15 19,9 19,9 621 621 
16 59,6 59,6 2247 2 247 
17 
18 39,7 39,7 2112 2 112 
19 
20 10,8 29,5 40,3 894 2134 3 027 
21 140,5 140,5 13 407 13 407 
22 291,8 52,4 344,2 31 913 5012 36 925 
23 205,4 142,8 348,2 25 587 15569 41 156 
24 43,2 606,5 649,8 6104 74925 81 029 
25 328,1 328,1 45699 45 699 
26 83,7 83,7 13082 13 082 
27 97,8 97,8 17087 17 087 
28 49,1 49, 1 9546 9 546 






















Total 1 636,4 104 368,5 1 951,7 107 956,7 86473 800 332 195 120 1 081 925 
Dr.Fridtjof Nansen Annex 1.xls 08.05.2003 
Annex I, page 7 
Chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus) 
MOROCCO - MAURITANIA, May-June 2002 
Length C.Juby-C.Cantin C.Blanc-C.Juby C.Blanc-C.Timiris C.Timiris-St.Louis Total 







10 17 1,8 17 1,8 
-·---
11 293 23,0 21 1,6 314 24,6 
12 721 44,0 251 15,3 147 8,9 1 119 68,2 
13 3 502 169,5 1 720 83,2 2 589 125,3 7 811 378,0 
14 1 422 55,5 1 739 67,9 12 0,5 8 479 331 ,1 11 653 455,0 
15 1 400 44,7 956 30,6 183 5,8 8 398 268,5 10 937 349,6 
16 1 412 37,4 779 20,6 220 5,8 5 065 134,2 7 476 198,1 
17 6 710 149,0 666 14,8 175 3,9 2 014 44,7 9 566 212,5 
18 11 841 222,6 532 10,0 26 0,5 1 904 35,8 14 303 268,9 
19 18 690 300,1 1 402 22,5 121 1,9 2 230 35,8 22 443 360,3 
----
20 6 040 83,5 2 547 35,2 211 2,9 648 8,9 9 446 130,5 
21 2 401 28,8 2 898 34,7 41 0,5 5 340 64,0 
22 1 745 18,2 4 028 42,1 93 1,0 5 866 61,3 
23 1 226 11 ,2 5 307 48,7 6 533 59,9 
24 850 6,9 7 383 59,8 8 233 66,6 
25 692 5,0 7 191 51 ,6 7 883 56,6 
26 473 3,0 21 978 140,6 22 450 143,6 
27 428 2,4 36 981 211 ,7 37 409 214,1 
28 235 1,2 34976 179,9 35 210 181 , 1 
29 545 2,5 21 214 98,4 21 759 100,9 
30 1 558 6,5 11 701 49,1 13 258 55,6 
31 2 141 8,2 8 581 32,7 10 721 40,8 
32 993 3,4 6 816 23,6 7 809 27, 1 
33 629 2,0 5 289 16,7 5 918 18,7 
34 62 0,2 1 682 4,9 1 744 5,1 
35 136 0,4 3 808 10, 1 3 945 10,5 
36 2 362 5,8 2 362 5,8 
37 80 0,2 11 570 26,1 11 651 26,3 
38 13 082 27,3 13 082 27,3 
39 2 711 5,2 2 711 5,2 
~· 
40 1 306 2,3 1 306 2,3 
41 1 405 2,3 1 405 2,3 




Total 66 241 1 231 ,2 223 385 1 376,2 1 082 22,9 31 475 993,4 322 182 3 623,6 
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen Annex 1.xls 08.05.2003 
Annex Il Records of fishing stations 
PROJECT : WJ PROJECT ST.\TION: 1571 :lR FRI DT Jof UANSEN 
:JArF. ;:o i; ·c: CiEAfl. TYPE, PT No, l POS IT I OH LAt N )1 S5 





07 44 tjl 07·!:>6:H 12 ( ;:ur.1 Purpos e c ode . 
!..n~a ~ode 
OearCond . code , 
Vahd1 ty code: 
sas4 60 sess .;i o ao 
20 ~o 
JO JO 
TowlnQ d1 r 40• Wire out 
Sort&d. )'; K9 Total catch: 
SPE'CIES 
sard111a Pl l<.•horduø 
E:ngraulld e ncroucolua 
Lop1dopus co.udo.tu• 
Trochurus trachur1u1 
':'et .s l 
l 30 ni Sp eed: 4.0 kn•lO 
177 .45 CATCH/HO\JR: 881. 2 ~ 
CATCHt>-iOUR \ OF TOT C SAMP 
we 1c;ht numbers 
ass. 7 5 18550 
19 . 50 1600 
8. 25 5 









OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE :?01 510~ 
PROJECT :W3 
GEAR TYPE · PT No. 3 
PROJECT STATION: 15'12 
POSlTIONit.e.t N 3157 
!I tart stop durat.ion Lon9 W 958 
T lME 11 ~9. JO 11 l1 00 B lmin> ?l:rpo soe cQdQ · 
Area <:od.4# ~oc; . ~88~ 94 
fDEPTH· 100 
BDEPTH: l.25 
5886 ' 41 0. 52 
100 
120 
T<>"''Ln9 dtr· l6c W:re °'-It : 
Sortod 1 Tot al catch: 
Total 
ee,a rCond. code; 
Val id i ty code: 
36tl = Spe ed: 4Q i<n• 10 
CATCH/HOUR · 
C.ATCH/HOUR \ Of 1'0T. C 
\o.'eJght nu..'tlbers 
SA!<P 
PROJECT:W3 PROJECT STAT I ON: l S 7J OR FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
OATE:::!Ot 5 102 GEAR TYPE ~ PT No: 4 POSITION :Lat N 3132 
















Purpos o code. 
Are a code 
Gca rCond . code 
Val id1ty ccdo 






6 Kg Toto! catch 6 . 00 CATCH1HO~ . 1 7 .14 
CATC' H/HOUR \ m· 1"0T. C SAMP 
1o1e i9ht nwnbers 
10 . 86 79'1 63 .36 
6 .29 3709 36.'10 
DR FR IDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE· ~O/ 5102 
PROJECT:W3 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 6 
PROJECT STATlO.\I: 1574 
POSITION:J..a.t N 312? 
start stop durat.ion Long W 957 
T!HE :21:05.55 21:08:56 3 lm1n l Purpose code: 1 
Ar4"a code · l 
GearCond , code : 
L.00 : 5986 19 5986 . 44 0 . 24 
F'OEPTH 10 i :l 
BCEPTH ~( 55 Vahdicy code 
Tow1ng dir: 2l~c Wl r e out:: lSO !I\ Speed : 40 k n • 10 
Sort.-d l 6 J.:9 Total catc h: 1171 . 75 CATC'HIHOUR: 2HJ5.00 
SPEC!ES 
S...rdJna pllchardu • 









490 . 00 
49 . 00 
14 . 00 







'OF TOT . C SAHP 
81 . 85 
9 79 
2 .09 






OR FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATB:Zl l S /02 
PROJECT:WJ 
GEAR TYPE: P1' No: 6 
PROJECT STATION:l575 
POS!TION: La t N 3 0:!4 
a t"rt ø top durot ion 
T I ME 20 :29 141 20 : 4 4: 5) 15 (nun l 
LOO ;6168 . 19 6169 .::'!l 1.02 
FOEPTH 10 10 
BDEPTH . 40 55 
Towir.g dir· 2700 W1ro out . 
Scr:ed l7 Kq 
SPECIES 
Sard1:11a p1 !cho.rdua 
Lepidopua c aud&tu ø 
Trachurus t. rachurua 
D1plodu • sorqu• · 
Toto.! 
Total catch . 
Long W 94J 
Purpose codt! : 
Area coåø 
' Gfi!a rCond. coda : 
Val id1 ty code · 
lSO m Speed: 5 0 kn • 10 
S83. 60 CATC'HIHOUR · 2314 4 0 
CATCHtl{OUR ' OF TOT. C 
we 19h t nwnber s 
2235 00 20876.\l 
S1 . 00 40 











OR . FRIVT'JOf NANSEN PROJECT1Wl PROJEC'T S7ATION !S76 
DATE· 2Z ! S /0 2 GEAR TYPE , PT No 6 POSITIO~.t.a t N 10 14 
s tart s top durat lon 
TIME :00:41 41 Ol:C.7 4! :?6 1m1nl 
Long W 9(] 
LOV : 02G7. 27 62C8 es l !:>6 
f'DEPTH. 10 10 
BDEPTH : 79 96 
Tow1ng dir~ 2700 Wl re C\Jl : 
Sorced ~ 124 K~ 
SPECIES 
Liocarc inus sp 
Trachurus tra.chuni s 
L.ep i dopus caudatu 11 
Oiplodus s4rqus • 




Va l ldlty code. 
l')O m Spood.. 40 kn• 10 





3~ . 08 28 
1. 73 




c . 6.0 
288 35 
SAi<? 
Total ~ 100 01 
DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 2J I $102 
PROJEC'T:WJ 
CE.AR TYPE: PT No i 
PROJECT STATICN: 1S?7 
POSITION LAt N 2917 
s tart 
·08 : 16 :49 
6$07 94 
stop dur" t1on 
TIME 08 :25 53 9 ltnlnl 
LOG 6508 51 0.6J 
FOEPTH 20 
BOBPTH , ;: 
20 
43 
Tow1:t9 d i r . 240c Wire out 
Sorted: 40 Kg 
S PECIES 
En9c-4ul1s encras 1colus 
Sardinl'l pilchar dus 




Ar • a code . l 
OearCond code . 
VoltdJty Codil' 
160 m Speed. 4S Jm • 10 
Umq w l ~.;::' 
413. ss CATCHIHOUR : 2757 .00 














'l'otol ~ ---iooOo 
DR FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE : 2l t 5 102 
PROJBCT:WJ 
CEAR TYPE P1' No 
PROJECT STA'!"ION 15"18 
) POSI TICN · Lat N ::'! 906 
stort !Stop d ura t 1on 
T IME 11: '53:56 12 . 16:'>9 Z.l lmi..n J 
LOG . 6539 . 99 65 41 60 l 60 
f"DEPTH: 20 20 
SDEPTH: 40 4C 
Tow1ng dir : 2: 080 Wire out · 
Sort e d: 4 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sa. r d1na pilchardus 
Engraul i s encra.s i colus 
Total catch : 
Puri:iooo codo: 
Ar e a codo 
Cøa rCond. code. 
Vo l l dl ty codo : 
RI Speed: 
1..0119 "" :.on 
kn• 10 








\ OF TO'T' C 





Total ------:;).% 100.00 
DR . FRIIJI'JOF ?WlSEN 
OATE:2J / 510 2 
PROJECT : W3 
CEAR TYPE· PT No ; 
PROJECT STATION . 1S19 
POSITI CN · L.at N 290"7 
start stop durot1on 
T l HE :1S : 03:56 15:l0: 30 27 (nunJ 
LOG : 6562 . 16 6563. 86 l 69 
fDEPTH: 0 40 
BOEPTH: 66 61 
Tow1ng dir . l 60c Wae out : 
Purpoa• cod•: 
Area code 
CeArCond . coåe: 
Vall..d a y code. 
180 :a Speed. 
Lonq w !C ~ ! 
kn • 10 
Sorted : Kg To ta l co.tch : CATCHIHOUR 
SP ECIES CATCH/HOUR \ OF TO'T' C SAi<? 
"''el.ght numbers 
NO CAT CH 0 00 
Total 
OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE i 23/ 5 /02 
PROJECT:WJ 
GEAR TYP.E i PT No: 
PROJ ECT STATH.lN: 1 580 
POS ITION: Lat N 2 8 5.S 
star t 
TI ME :19:45:30 
LOO : 6600. 11 
FDEPTH : 20 
BDEPTH: 48 
a t op durat ion 




Towinq dir . 2400 Wire out: 
Sorted: Kg Total catch· 
SPEC!ES 
Lep1dop u11, coudotus 
Purpote code: 
Area code 
G•arC'ond. co do: 
Volidl.ty code. 
170 1111 Speed; 40 
Long W l04!t 
kn ' lO 
0 60 CATCH tHOUR 1 S7 
CATCHIHOUK \ OF :'01' C SAH P 
we19ht numbor s 
l . !>1 J 100 00 
Tot"l ---i:s1 100 .00 
OR. FRIDTJOF NANSE:-1 
OATE .~4 1 S10Z 
PROJECT: WJ 
GEAR TYPE: BT No : 
storl stop durat lon 
PROJECT STATION: 1S8l 
POSITION:L.at N' 2906 
Long W 1129 
?'JHE .01:40 ::4 03:20:00 28 lm:i.nJ Purpose code. 1 
Ar e a codø : 1 
Geo.rCond.codo · J 
Vahdity code · l 
LOC 166'JZ 38 6653.81 1.48 
FOEPT"rt i:: 111 
DDEP':'ll J~:! 11'1 
Tow1nq di!" 1 16So .-hre c...it 
Son ed 
SPE<:IES 
Sa:-d:r.o. p 1 kharduti 
!ico:~r Japon:.cu1 
Toto. 
Tet.al catch . 
150 ::1. spe~: 40 kn • lo 
0 20 CATCH/HOUR: 0 . ~ ) 
C.ATCH/HCUR \ Of' TOT. C SAXP 
weight 
0 26 
0 . 17 
0 . 4 .3 
:nunber s 
• 2 
60 4 "7 
39. Sl 
1o'O:"O'O 
CR FR I DTJOF NANSEN 
DATE·~-11 S10Z 
PROJEC'I': W3 
GEAR TY PE : BT No :; 8 
PROJECT STATION, 1582 
POSITIO~L L.a.t N 2912 
iitart s top durat 1o n Long w 1119 
T!ME tld7.2' 11 :18:11 21 Ura n! Purpos<t c ode: 
LOO · 6700 .1 2 6101. 24 L 10 
FD:ePTH 151 143 
BOE'PTH: 151 14J 
To'N1n(J d i r · :Joø W1r e out: 
Sortcd 27 1\9 
!iPE.CiiS 
Dante x 1oaroccør:.i:.s 
Z•ua (.o..~c 
t"41 !anthioa rober 
:>ent "-' g1bboous 
Sccr.lbe r )Opon1cu• 





Totftl catch . 
Are a c ode 
Ce a rCond . c ode ; 
Va lid.Lty c:ode : 
520 m Speed: J O k n •to 
90 . 36 CATCH I HOVR: 253 .11 
CATCH/HOUR \ or TOT . c SA.HP 
W19lCJht 
134 . 11 
50.14 
4 7 .09 
9 .14 
8 .00 
7 . 4 3 
0 . 89 
0 . 57 
0 . 20 
258 .17 





















PROJECT STA.TICJ-f: 1583 DR FRIOTJOr NAHSEN 
0ATE:2 4 / 510~ OE>.R TYPE; PT No: 3 POSITION:Lat N 2851 
s ttart stop durot1on L.ong W 1055 
TI HE . 15.56:00 16:23 : 00 27 lnun) Purpoue code : 
LOO . 6138.80 6740.70 1.90 
FO.EPTH • 20 20 
80EPTH · I)~ 47 
To ..,.:n9 d Lr 2 3Cø t•hr• out · 
Sorted ::9 1<9 
SP'EC'IES 
E.n9rt11ul1 a encra~ucolus 
Sard 1no p 1lchardu:J 
Sco::o.b~r J apon 1cua 
Total eat ch 
Area code 
GearCond . codQ • 
V.al t d1 t y code . 
1SO m SJM! ed 40 kn • lO 
200 ::o CATCH/HOUR. 444 89 
CATCH1HOUR \ OF TOT , C SAMP 
....,e i gh t 
281.11 
158 . 6? 
l .11 





63 . 64 
JS 66 




OR. FR!D'TJOF NANSEN 
DATE1 24: Sl01 
PROJECT:WJ 
GEAR TYPE : PT No: 6 
PROJECT STATION: 1584 
POSITlON: Lat N 2841 
stop durat1on Long w 1114 at art 
TlHE ·::J :J:?.19 21:37 :58 6 l::unl Purpose codQ: 1 
Ar ea code ; l 
GearCond.code: 
~oc. 6180 :?5 
PDEPTH JO 
BOEPTH 44 
6"786.S9 0 33 
10 
46 Vt11l 1dity code: 
W1re out; 150 r:i Speed: JS kn" 10 
Sctud 38 K9 Toto ~ c a tch . CATCHtHOVR: 7594 00 
SPE:CIES 
Sard1oa p1~ch.ordus 





7S40 . 00 
52 . 00 
2 . 00 





\ OF' TOT C SAMP 





OR FR IDTJOF NANSEN 
DA1'E·~S.' 510: 
PROJ ECT:W3 
GEAR TYPE : BT No ! 8 
PROJE:C'l' STATI ON:l ses 
POS1T IONi Lot N 2833 
øte.rt stop d ura t i on t.onq W 1124 
7IHE ·08·48·36 09:37 : 09 49 (mm) Purpos o c.>od e i 
LO<.i :6894 .06 6896 . 51 2 . 4 2 Au a code 
FOJ:::PTH: J6 JS Ge a i-Cond, c Qde : 
BOEPTH: 36 38 Val idity c o d e : 
To·.nng dir· 2210 Wire ou t : 180 m ~ed: 30 kn · 10 
Sorted 24j Kg 
SPE<..IEb 
o~plodus bel loa 11 
Mcrluec1u1 ••n4tg(lllena1s 
Sard1na p.dchardus 
Engrt:n.1l 1a encros1co:u• 
Trachun.t• trochurus 
Sc~r a combruo 
L.ol 19:> w.!.qaru 
Lol 190 wlga rls 
Oiplo<!ua punt.az:o 
ScOlllber )aponacus 




Spo:-tdyl.:.osorno c 0intharua 
TRICL IDAE 
Tri s op ten.is h.11<."'\J I 
Gob1ua ap 
To-:o ! 
Tota l eAtch: 100 . 69 CATCHIHCUR . 12J 29 
CATCH/HOUR 
we1gh t 
5'7 . 12 
19 78 
l"7 . 49 
8 . 2? 
6. 36 
2 . S2 
2 .28 





0 . 75 
0 40 
0 . 26 
0 lS 
0. 1 1 
0 11 
123 32 
















\ OF 1'0'T. C SAHP 






















OR . FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE : 25/ 5102 
PROJECT:WJ PROJECT STATION : 1586 
GEAR TYPE: 81' No · 8 POSITION: Lat N 2834 
stop dura t 1on Long 'Il 113~ s tart 
TIM~ ;lb5l;l4 
LOG :6915. 00 
14:19:16 28 lm.ir:J 
6916 .4:! 1.4) 
Pucpooe code· 





Towing d1r: 226ø Wi r e out· 
Sorted: 30 li:g 
SPECIES 
Sco::-.ber japonicus 
Trachurua t rachuru:s 
Pagel lus acarne 
L4ii:pidopus ca.u datua 
Pa gel lus erythr.inU!I 
Oi plodus vulga ri s 
Psetta. ma i.:im.a 
Allot&uth is s ubuh.ta 
Zeus faber 
t.ol igo w l g a r l..S 
To t 4 l 
Total catch· 
OearCond . cO<I•: 
Valld1ty code: 
270 ra Speed: JO >:n • tO 
l2J.41j CATeHIKOUR 693 11 
CATCHIHOUR \ OF TOT . C SAMP 




:? 1 43 
11 79 
s . 36 
S . :?5 





















0 . 5 J 





OR . FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE:25/ 5102 
PROJECT:WJ PROJECT S'TATIDN: 1 1)81 
GEAR T'iPE= DT No a POSITlON:Lftt N ~827 
St4rt 









16: 41. 27 ~4 c::unl 
6953 2S 1 23 
Sort ed: J4 Kg 
SPECIES 
Pa gellus acarne 
Scce.bec Japon:i.cus 
Engra uli s encra.sicolus 
Lol i 90 vulga ris 
Tta churus t ra.c hurus 
Sardin& pi lchar dus 
51 
51 
Tot o. l c0itch: 
Lor.g W 114:'.: 
P\u1.1ose codo. 
Areo cod& 
Ce'1 rC:ond . code 
V'1l1d.Lty c ode : 
200 m Speod: JO kr.·11'.: 
U1. 64 CATCH/ HCUR. 
CATCHIHOIJR \ OF TOT. C 
wei9ht number • 
152 .00 190 
71. so 730 
S8 00 5035 
J4.50 J20 
19.00 2:0 












Total ~ 100 00 
DR. FR lDTJOF NA"JSEN 
DATE . 21j / 5102 
PROJECTiWJ 
GEAR TYPEi P'T No. l 
PROJEC'T STATION . t sas 
POSITION . l.a t N ;::e;:: 3 
s:t0irt s top d urat 1on 
TIME: 
LOO 
·20 : 30 : 33 20 . 49; 08 19 !;:1int 
·6986 . 28 6987 7 3 1 44 
FOBPTH 20 20 
BOBPTH. 47 47 
Towir.g dir 2260 \'Il re out 
Sort ed : 39 l\g 
SPECIES 
Engrauli11 e n c r a :n coluso: 
Scornber japonicus. 
Sardina pi lchardus 
Pa gellu!! bellottu 
M-1rlUCC.LUs senogalen!:is 
TrAchucus t r a c hurus 
Toto! 
Total catch· 
Purpose c ode, 
Area code 
CearCond . c odo· 
Validity c odo · 
Long ·~ 1150 
160 m SpQOd . 40 kr: • lO 

















\ OF 1'0T C 
91 . 4~ 










DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 261 S/02 
PROJEC"T W) 
Cl::AR TYPE BT No· 8 
PROJECT STA't'IC!l 1 ~89 
POSITICN.Lot N 281S 
i:: tart stop du::at1o::a 
TIME .09 :14 : J O 09 :42:22 28 1m1nl 
LOO .710S . J5 ?106.82 1. 4S 
FDEPTH : )8 )7 
BDEPTU ; 38 )7 
Wire out: 
Soned: 34 Kg Total catch: 
SPECIES 
Sa.rd ina. p lleh0i r du:i 
S comber J aponicuø 
Her l u cc 1us sen a9al(fn s1s 
E:ngrau l 1s e ne r a:!J:i. colus 
Trachurus t r achu n ui 
Pagellu :i «1c a.rne 
T rach l..nus draco 
Diplodus be llot tii 
Allo t eu t h u subulat4 




Lohqo vulga ri s 









180 m Speod: 30 im• 10 
JJ8 '80 CATCH. HCUR: 
CATCHI HOtJR \ Of TOT. C 
,.,.c.Lght nu."!'lbera 
J85. 7l JS040 
160 . 71 147 9 
53 14 806 
25 71 424S 
.::4 .64 1371 
18 ' 86 64 
18.00 193 
15.4) 214 
6 . 00 l ) 50 
lj, 19 4l 
4 . 50 1~0 
J .00 
1. 71 21 
i .sa 86 
0 64 21 
0. 4) 21 




" ' J; 
60 
" ll 












2 6 69 
;::671 
DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE:26 / SIC:2 
PROJ&CT :WJ PROJEC'f STATIC1': 1S90 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 8 POSITJCN:Lat N 2814 
s ca rt 
TIME :lS : l2:02 
LOG :7JSJ 80 
FDEPTJi: 20 
BOE PTH : Q9 
stop durat.J..on 
15:)2: 00 20 l:r.in) 
"71'iS 10 1 lO 
25 
49 
Towi ng di.r 1870 \<'hre out. 
Sorted , lS Kg 
SPECIES 
Scomber: ) a p onic:us 
Tro.chl..nu S" drø.c o 
T rac hlnotu s ovatus 
Tot0il c0itch . 
Long W 1 214 
Pur-pos~ code 
An~a code 
Ceo r"Cond . code 
Val .LdJ.ty code 
150 :n Speed 40 itn • 10 
35 !>1 CATC'HI HOUR. 
CATCH .' HOUR °' :W TOT 
wo1qht 1\umbarll 
102 .00 J 7S 
2 49 81 
2 04 9 
95, 75 
2 . 34 
1 91 
106 SJ 
Total ~ 100 . 00 
DR . FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
OATE. 261 S/02 
PROJECT:WJ PROJECT STATION: 1591. 
GEAR TYPE: BT No : 8 POSITI ON:Lht tl 2807 
ai.art 
11·2::0':> 
7169. ) 0 
40 





P:49d6 28 lm.inl 
7170 . 88 1.56 
Sar:.ed: 12 K9 
SPEC!ES 
Spondylio:Jorna cø.nt ha n Js 
Merlucc-ius aonoga l e n$ 1S 
Poqe 11 us (li<.·arne 
Engraul lS encras1colu:i 
Sardln.o. pJ.lchordu:s 
Page~l~s b•llottlJ 
01plodus vul9a.r J.• 
Al loteuthh subulota 
t.:~ptodua: be llolt1 l 
Dlcologogloeaa cuneata 







Se p1b off ~C'1no.l is h1erredda 
... o ta? 
Long W 1::?18 
Purpo:;i ø COdQ l 
Ar ea cocle 
Gearcond.code: 
Valid1ty code: 
160 m Speod. 30 ~n " lO 
12.16 C\TCH/HOUR . 
CATCH./HOUR \ OF TOT . C 
1o1c1ght nurnbere 
56 . 0 4 148 
21 . 21 317 
20.14 71 
11. 51 6283 
11.18 4 832 
11. 36 49 
6.4] 26 
J .49 1069 
2.H J4 
1 . 29 J9 
1 . 07 l'J 
0. 60 268 
0 .13 2 
0 .04 2 
1S4 61 
36 .24 
13 .1 2 
13 .02 
11.32 
8 . 52 














DR rRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE· 21 I 510~ 
PROJ&CT,W3 
O&\R TYPE: PT No: 8 
PROJECT STATION: 1592 
POSITION:Lat N 2814 
st.art 
T!ME : O.): 14 : 56 
LOO 72';J . 4.4 
FDEPTH1 2 0 
BDEPTH: 80 
st.op durat.ion 
03 : 4::!116 27 C ~in) 
72SS . 4J 1.98 
35 
76 
Towiny d1r; 1800 Wir e out: 






Long: ~ 1:?47 
Purpose coda: 
Area cod& : 
Gcat'C'ond. code: 
Validtty code: 
lSQ m Speed. 40 kn•to 
CATCH/HCUR: 




D!=l: FR [OTJOf" NANSEN PROJECT ·WJ PROJECT STATlCN: l'S9J 
DATL:7 !>10: CE.AR TYPE· PT No · l POSITTON: Lat N 2801 
at or:. stoi: durat.1.on 
TlKE 08.4'1:03 08:59 21 12 crunt 
7298.)9 7299.29 0 89 
FDI::PTH )5 35 
BDEPTH 4"" 44 
TO\•Unq dir-· 16 1ø wire out: 
Total catch · 
SPECIES 
Sardina p1 khardus 
Enq?'aul u oncrAaicolus 
Sard1r.el :o our a.:a 
Sco:r.ber Japon1cus 
Pagel lus acarne 
Pu..-pose ccde: 
Are.ai code 
Gea rCond. code: 
Valid1ty code. 
no :n Speed: 40 
Long °ff 1231 
k :i •10 




18. 1 5 
12.40 
4 .15 











0 . 08 




Tc!cl ~ 9 9 . 99 
CR FRtOTJOF NA.."lSE:N 
~ATE :1 S, ::>: 
PROJECT :W3 
CE.AR TYPE: P'f No: 6 
PROJ ECT STATION: 1594 
POSlTICtl· Lat N 21!1!> 
liitop dut4t 1on 
-rtME 22.4Ei·!t8 ;::J , Ql !t:' l~ lm1nl 
l..00 7-ll! J9 ~41~ -42 1.03 
FOEPTH lCi lC 
BOEPTH. 31 ~8 
Purpose code 
Ar-ea code 
GearCor.d. c ode 
Vo l 1dity code . 
LO:'l'J 'lf 1301 
Towing di.r · 207Q Wl r e out: 150 m Speed: 40 kn • 10 








Oiplod·..1.s aar9u:s • 
Al lot lifuthu aubulata 
Sce;i·pa~na notata 
Tota l catch: 
Sepia otflc1n~ha h1er r edda 






01 p lod1.: s be llott 11 
1'ra churuø trochurus 




16 -96 200 
11 . .: 0 l6 
6 . 56 56 
.i. .40 88 
4 . 40 36 
3 . 68 4 
2 .96 1016 
2 . 32 96 
1 . 80 8 
1 H1 8 
o.6e n 
0.64 16 
0 44 (i 
0 . J6 8 
0 . 16 8 
0 ' 16 8 
0. 08 • 
\ OF TOT. C 
8 1.49 





















DR FR.IDT.JOF NANSEN' 
DATE:28/ 5102 
PROJECT:WJ PROJECT STAT ION: 1595 
GEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 POSITION:La.t N 2754 
1tar-t stop durat ion 
TIME .09:00i42 09 : 21 : 09 20 !mini 
LOG .'JiP0.23 1471.34 l 10 
FDE:PTH. 108 109 
BDEP1'H: 108 109 
Towing dir : 2l!io Wire out: 
Sort ed · JZ Kq 
SPE.."lES 
.;;c.:x:ibvr ;aponlC"\l:l 
Macrortuur.ph osus :Jcolopa.x 
Den t ex. macrophth«l1t1U s 
ZfJu:i faber 
Sphoero 1de1 pach9as ter 




Total ca t ch· 
Long W ll21 
P\Jrpose code: 1 
.\r ea code : 2 
Ceo.rCond. co do: 
Val i.di ty code: 
4 20 m Speed: 30 kn* lO 
98.36 CATC'H/HOU1L 29~.08 
CATCHIHOUR 'i. OF TOT C SAHP 
we19ht n\lmbera 
Zl1 60 1.::897 80.S.::: 
20.61 1464 6.98 
17 . 4 6 87J S.92 
S . 8 2 3 l .9 i 
S. 40 J 1.83 
4 .50 '12 l.53 
J . 33 180 1 .13 2678 
0.36 18 0 .12 
295 .08 100.00 
OR, FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 28/ '5!02 
PROJECT:Wl 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 3 
PRC\J'EeT- STAT ION! 1596 
POSITION La l N ::!14Z 
start 
TlME : 12 : 02: 34 
I..00 :74 94.1'1 
FOEPTH 20 
BDi:PTH 4C 
stop du r-at1on 
l:! 1 Jl. 0 0 28 lmrn1 
7496.16 1 . 98 
20 
46 





1$0 ro Speed. 40 )-,r.•: D 
Long W lJ:f 
Sort ed: 34 Ko Total catch1 2000 .00 CATCH1HC~ 
SPECIES 
sardina pilehardua 
.Engrau lis e nc.rasicolua 
Total 
CATC:H/HOUR \ OF 1'0T C SAMP 
we.ight numbou: 
3151.29 ll27!i2 73.53 2680 
1134 .4) 92374 26.41 2681 
100.00 
OR. FRIDTJOF HANSEN 
0ATE :28/ '5102 
PROJEC'T:W) 
G~R TYPE: PT No. 6 
PROJECT STAT!ON:lS~7 
pOSITION:Lot N ~'29 
star t 1 top durot1on 
TIME :21:29 i 31 21:S9.0J 2 9 Cminl 
LOC :1'583 . 07 7'll84 .86 1 76 
PDEPTH : 10 10 
BOEPTH : 4 6 64 
Towi ng d ir JlOe Wire out 
Sorted. 31 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sa.rd1no. p ilchardus 
Engraul l S e ncrasi<'.'ol u o 




Purpoøo code · 
Ar e a codv 
OoarCond c ode: 
Volld: ty code : 
150 m Speliild: 40 























DR. PRIOTJCF NANSEN 
0AT2:29/ 5102 
PROJEC'T ·Wl PROJECT STAT;ON:l'S~8 
GSAR T~PE: PT No: 6 POSITION:L.at N 27'.l5 
s t a:-t atop dura t ion 
TlHE :09:45:06 10: 11 :5) 33 lminl 
LOO :1685 . 56 7681.11 2.19 
FOEPTH: 2 0 20 
BOEPTH · 47 55 
Towlng da: 204ø Wire out· 
Sorted: lJ Kg 
SPECI&S 
Sard1na p ilehardu• 
SC'omber Japo:u cus 
Total ca.tch 
P\Jrpoae code: 
Ar e o codo 
CearCond. code : 
Vol 1di ty co de : 
170 ta Speed. 40 kn • l O 










OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
OATE:29/ 5/02 
PROJECT:W3 PRCJECT STATION· 1599 
GEAR TYPE: PT No : 6 POSI TIO!-f·Lat N 2709 
s t art a t op duration 
TlKE :14:03:U 14:25:32 22 lml:il 
LOG :?722. 33 7723.9J 1.60 
FOEPTH: 20 20 
SOEPTH : 4 'S 44 
TOWl ng dir: 1860 W!re out . 
Sor t od: 11 Kg 
SPEC'IES 
Sard1na p1 lchardus 
Sard1nella aurlt.a 
Total catch : 
Lon9 w 1130 
Purpoae code 1 1 
A~•• code : 2 
G•arC'or.d. code : 
Val1dity code: 
14C. m Speed: 40 kn • lo 
11 11 CATCH IHOUR: 
CATC:HIKCIJR 












Total ~ 10010 
DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
OATE:29 / 5102 
PROJECT:W3 PROJECT STAT .ION . 1600 
GEAR 'TYPE : BT No : 8 POSITION:Lat N nos 
start 
Tl!o'..E : 11:01 :34 




17:2Ji36 22 !Cllinl 
7746. 96 1. 11 
121 
12? 
TQ'o11ng di r : 1800 W1r e out. · 
Sorted: 30 Kg 
SPECIE'S 
Dentex :t'.ac r opht!lalmua 
Sco:nber Japon1cua 
Tro t'huru:s tra churus 
P•gel lua acarne 
Octopua wlga:ns 
;>ente x m.aroccanus 
Toe.al 
Total C4t.Ch: 
Lono w 1J41 
Purpoav code : l 
Aru code : 2 
Goa rCond. code; 
Valldlty code: 
400 m Spe4td. JO kn · 10 
151.84 CATCH I HOUR . 414 11 

















• 9 ~ 
s ti 
0 69 




OR . FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
0AT.S:29/ S/02 
PROJECT:WJ PROJEC'T S1'.;TlON: 1601 
GEAR TYPE: P'T' No C. POSIT!ON· 1,.at N ;;70C 
s t art •top durat i on 
TIME :20 : 49:J3 20:58:59 9 lm.1. n l 
LOO :7718. 4?2 7718.86 0.70 
FDEPTH: 5 5 
BOEPTH: 70 70 
To,,.,ing d1r: 196ø W1re out : 
So r- ted 3S Kg 
SPECIES 
Sardana pilehar-du::= 





Area code ; 
Gea rC'ond. code: 
Valldlty code: 
lSO m Speed: 4 0 
Long W l 335 
353 .44 CATC'H /HOlAt • i )':6 ::!7 
CATCHfHOVR 
...,ci19ht nwn.ber s 
2333 JJ J~71) 
18 . 0 0 2000 





0 2 : 
100 oc 
Ok. FRIDTJOF NANSEH 
DATE 30 ~ S1 O:' 
PROJ EC'T: W l 
CEAR TYPE: PT N:>: 6 
PROJEC'T STA1"læl: 1602 
POSITI ON:Lat N 2651 
s tai-t :stop dura t ion 
~IME · 01 :3:'· 00 01·19 00 '1 fmln l 
~<X.. · 78 19 60 7820 10 0 Sl 
F'OEPTH '> 
BDE ?'?"'rl 79 7') 
:cw1n9 dir · 10«~ .-I.ire 
Pu=-pos@ code · 
Area code 
Gearcond code : 
val id1 ty code : 
150 ::i Speed: 40 kn•lO 
Long 'fl ll44 
Sort ed Total CA~ch · 2033 . 00 CATCH.' HClJR 1142S.72 
SPEClES CAT'CHIHOUR % OF TOT. C SAHP 
weight n~er.s 
Sord~na p1: chardus 
Arqyrosc :rr.1 :; reqius 
11142. 86 273180 98.38 2691 
:'82.86 14 1 62 
Total 17425' . '12 ~ 
DR, FRIDTJOF ~lANSEN 
DATE:lO.' StO~ 
PROJECT:W3 PROJECT STATICN: 1603 
GE>.R TYPE: PT No: 1 POSITlCN:L.at N 2606 
TIME .2J :J1· 44 
:.,,ex; .8022.86 
rDEPTH ; 180 
BDEPTH 289 
sorte<l · 4 l\g 
SPEClES 
MYCTO?HIDJ.E 
so c.op durot ion 
23 ~8.31 2 1 (min i 






Le cHdolri<Jla d1eu::e!de1 
Tel n. : 
PurpOl!IO c ode . 
Area code 
Gl:lo.r-Cond . cod• : 
V4lidity code : 
100 n:i Spee d 4 0 
Lon~ w 1501 
Y.n'lO 


















OR FR:O'l'Jof NANSEN 
CATE: )li 'lt02 
PROJE:CT:W3 
OEAR TYPE : PT No: 1 
P'ROJECT STATION : l604 






0 ] 19 ' ~4 
8055 . 23 
180 
44 
Sort~d: J1 Kg 
S?!:.ClES 
Sard1nt11 pllchardu s 
Scornbor )apon.icus 
t..ep l dopu8 caudatus 
Tot11 l 
a t.cp durat1oa 
OJ · SS ·4 3 16 cm1nl 





P\.ir poso code: 
Area codc 
Oeo.rCond. code. 
Va l 1dlty code: 
t.on9 W 1438 
150 ti Speed: 4C. kn • to 


















OR . F'RIDTJOf NANSEN 
DATE·Jll s:o2 
PROJECT : W3 PROJECT STATICN: 1605 
CEAR 1'YPE: ST No: 8 POSITION.t.at N 2558 
s to.rt s top dura:.1cn 
':'l HE : C8: 42!08 09 09.46 :'8 lttUnl 
'-GG :8094: 99 8096.46 1.47 
FDEPTH: ~00 198 
BDEr.H: 200 198 
'f'o....tnq dir: ~1 4o ..r1re out· 
Sorted . 11 ':1 ~9 
S PECIES 
S:cmb&r JO.p1:m!.C\.IS 
Mor l ucc~us merluc-c1us 
Zeus {aber 
Oent.•x maroccanus 
Sphoero1des p.achga c ter 
T:achun.is trachunis 




PAQ (r: lus acarne 
Hul luli sunnuletua 
A.nt.hu1& anthlas 
A?lot: e uc.h ui su b\J.'t'1~4 
T rochurus p1ct1Jrt1tuk 
To ta: 
Total cotch: 
t.ong w 1~07 
Purpo&e cod•: 
Area code : l 
Gea rCond . code: 
Validity code : 
7.30 m Speed. 30 kn • lO 
115. 66 CATCHI HOUR· 
CATCHIHOUR \ or TOT. c SA.."f P 
\llelght 
99 . 75 
64. 7l 
4 0 .29 
19 . 3 5 
6.60 
4 . 9? 





0 8 8 
0 . 39 
0 28 
0 .19 
































100 0 2 
269~ 
2696 
OR F~IOTJOF' NANSEN PROJEC'T: ~H PROJ EC'T ST.A.TlCN: l 606 
CA.TE · e,1 6:02 CEAFI TYPB: PT No : 1 POSITION ~ Lat N 2S4? 
s tart s top du:t11 tion 
7:ME 08 · 19.08 ca.57 .27 18 ltnlnJ 
LOG :8387 . 52 8l88 .91 1. J9 
f'DEi>TH 100 100 
BDE.PTff: 1 ?O 180 
T°""1n9 c!ir l O:?o W.ara out: 
Scrted· Toe.al catch : 
SPECIES 
N O CA TCH 
Tcto. l 





'2l0 ni Speed: 40 kn·10 
CATC'H/HOUR: 
CATCH/ HOUR \ OF 'l'O'T C 
wei9ht numbor a 
0 .00 
SAMP 
OR. FRIDTJOF' NA."lSDl 
DATE: 4/ 6/02 
PROJEC'T:Wl 
GEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 
PROJECT STATlCN', 1607 
P0S11'ION Lat N 2547 
&tart 8top duro t1on 
TIME · 09 :35:24 lO : OS:lO lO (nanl 
LOG .8l91 . l9 6392.82 1 4 1 
FOEPTH: 17"7 166 
BDEPTH1 177 1~ 6 
To·..,1nq d1r : 122ø W1ro out: 




HacrorhA.."T.phoaua s colopa.J< 
EnQraul is ener a s i.co lus 
Herlucciua merluccius 
Zeu• taber 
Das yat1s centrourb 
Dentox macrophthalmus 
An thiaa anth10.s 
Al lot•uthis subu l ata 
Lopi.dopus co.udo.tus 
Capro• ø.per 
M.ullus a unnuletus 
Trachunui pict;urat:u8 
Pa.9ollus acar:ie 
ll lex coindet11 
Total catch 
l..ong W 15 l'l 
PUrpos e code: 
Area code 
Cearcond (.·ode 
Val1dlty code . 
520 m Speed lO kn • 10 




30 . 68 
23 00 
11 76 
7 . 60 
7 . 60 
5 .12 
4 " 
2 " 1.20 
1.20 
1.00 
































Total ~ loo.oz 
OR. FR!OTJOP NA.>-:SEN 
DATE:: 41 6102 
PROJECT:WJ 
CEAR TYPE: lJT No: 8 
PROJECT STA'f'lCN · l 608 
POSITI ON'.Lat N 2531 
a tart 1 top durat1on 
TlME : 1S:S9 :S3 l6:29 .41j l O lm..inl 
LOO ·8447 . 04 8448 . 62 1.58 
FOEPTH : 86 83 
BDEPTH: 86 8) 
Tow1ng diT l20ø \lhre out 
Sort&d: 45 I<g 
SPEC'l&S 
Trachurus t r achun.i s 
Boops boops 




Tota l catch: 
L.ono w 150.J 
Purpos~ c ode : 
Area code 
GearC01:d. code : 
Valid1ty code : 
320 m Speed· JO kn ' lO 
4S .29 CATCHI MOUR · 






0 . 10 
















DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 41 6102 
PROJECT : W3 PROJECT STATlON.1609 
OEAR TYPE: BT No : 8 POSITION1Lat N ~545 
s tart 
TIME :20:16: 0 1 
LOG : 8481. 83 
:s t op dcrauon LOnlJ w 15Z8 
f"DEPTH : 2&2 
BOEPTH: 262 
20 146 ·13 )0 lnunl Purpos1B codQ: 
848). 46 l 64 Area codf! 
227 
221 
GearCond . code· 
Valid1ty c odo: 
Towing dir . 12lø Wir • out: 800 1!1 Speed· 30 1'.n' lO 
Sort.ed : 7S Kg 
SPECIES 
D<lnt•x rr.aroccanu s 
Trac hurue t rachurus 
Me rluccius merlucc iutil 
Oent•x :nacrophthalrm.ia: 
Hept r anch1as pe r lo 
Lop1dot r igla dieuze1de .i 
Macrorhllll",phosus scolopax 
Illex coind~t .i.i 
Zenopøis conch1.fer 
Lep1dopus caudatus 
Pagel lus acarne 
Mul lu• surn:uletus 
Conger conqe r 
Bocps boop• 
Copro• aper 
C1 tho.rus linquatula 
Hel1colenua dact.ylopteruc 




'f'otol c atch: 75 . 40 CA1'CH1HOUR 
C'ATC'HIHOUR \ OF TOT 
we19 h t 
2J . 40 
20 . 10 
19 60 
18 . 44 
16 . 70 
ll. JO 
11 . 78 










0 . 08 
0 . 06 

























1: 0 7 
8 82 
7 .81 
7 . 0) 
4 '43 














OR FRIDTJOF' NANSEN 
DATE; S l 6102 
PROJECT:Wl 
CEAR TYPE. BT No · 
PROJEC':' STATICN 1610 
stc.rt 
TIME :03 : 09:12 
LOG : 85U . S9 
c top dura t.ion 
03· JS.49 ii trru.nl 





Towinq dir : 1950 w: r e out· 
Sorted: 29 Kg 7otal catch. 
SPECIES 
Page l lus Acarn n 
PO:tlåda ay s .lnc1su3 
P l ectorh1nchus ?nll!d1 t; e rraneu e 
Trich1\.ir·u 5 lopturua 
eocpa Coops 
Asp1tr19la cbscuro. 
Ar gyrosomus req.ius 
Trachurus trochurus 
!)antex ta.acrophtholmus 
l.oli90 vulga ru 
V:abr.ina canAr1en$! s 
Pagel lus erythn.nus 
t>ftntex c a.."1.ariensts 
Spondyl1osoma ca.ntharus 
Trach.inu• draco 




POSITION: Lal N 2':119 
Purpo&e code: 
Area code 
Cq.arCond. c cde : 
Valldity code : 
Long W 14 ~8 
220 m. Speed: JO kn•lO 
111.64 CATCHI HO'.JR: Z48 . 09 
C/l.TC'H/HOUR 
we19 ht 
48 . 9J 
4 1 . 53 
25 .01 
18 .oo 
17 . 7J 
15 21 










" . se 




















1 " 6" 
6 oc 
. " 










OR fRIDTJOf NANSEN 
:iA':"E S 610:! 
P.ROJECT: Wl PROJECT STAT 10N:16ll 
GEAR TYPE· PT No· l POSI TION L4 t N 2512 
• t0irt stop d1.1ratlon 
~!:-1E: .Ci8 lC .;~, 08 30 - 47 ZO 1nu.n1 
!.O::; 8586 ) ,: 8'iB1 61 l 26 
fDEl''J'H 1'=> l') 
BDE:>TH 59 58 
TO\o.'1n9 dJ.r. 1160 Wlre out: 
Sort.ei 48 K9 
S? l"'CIES 
Sardina pl ~'·hard\!& 
Sco~r JO.pon1c u11 
Tcta. 
Tot.o.l ceitch . 
Lor.g W 1508 
Purpos 1;1 cod• . 1 
Art<a c ode · 2 
Gearc ond cod~ · 
Valid 1 ty code: 
lO'l Ø! Speed: )0 kn • lO 
48 55 CATCH/HOUR. 145.65 
CATCH / HOIJR \ OF TOT C S.IJ"IP 
we ight 
U8 . 4 5 
7 . 20 
145.65 
95 . 06 




DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
;:JJ..TE 5 : 6/02 
PRCJECT: W3 PROJECT STATION: 1612 
GEAR TYPE · ST No . 8 POSITlON.Lat N 2514 
a tart 









10 : 1 : ">1 11 lm1n) 
8';91 4G 1. 83 
6C 
6G 
Tow1no Jir. 116c '.'/1re out · 
S?SCtf.S 
01p!odua V\:lgarui 
Dent ex ca.nor J.ons1s 
Spon::ly l1o scma c:'A:ll ha n;.:i 
Pa grus aur Lga 
Pagal lut vrythr i nua 
t.ol 1qo vuloar111 
TI"aC'hlnua d::: e.co 
Tota1 catch· 
Lor.g W 1510 
Purpo lle co de: 
Ar ea c ode 
GearCond codo. 
Vo\1di.cy codo: 
200 ~ speed. 30 kn • io 
47 14 CATC'HJHCUR 
CATCH/HOVll \ OF TOT. C 
welgbt nu."nbers 
91. 4C;i J4C. 
1 8 . 82 64 
S .42 34 
2 . 65 4 
2 . 55 13 
i .os 4 
0 . 13 2 
122 07 
74 . 92 
15 . 4. Z 
4.44 
~ . 1 7 
2 . 09 





DR F!HD'iJOF NA."JSEN 
CATE. !J. 0102 
?ROJECT·W) 
OEAR TYPE· PT No: l 
PROJECT STA'J'ION: 1613 
POSITION:Lat N 2522 
star-:. 
7!M:E 16. lO . 30 
LOG :86!>'1 .06 
F'DEPTll : l ~0 
6C!PTH. 161 
s t op å urat .i.on 
1 6 : 4 6 • 39 16 trni nl 
S(i51 . 96 0.91 
135 
163 
Tow1ng dir. 2200 W.iro out · 
Sort.ed )4 Kg 
SP EClES 
r:e :i:. c.x md1,:roph thalr.;u i; 




Long W 1556 
Purpo s:e code: l 
Area codø 1 2 
Gea rcond. codo 
Val ldlty code 
J40 ta Spe ed: JO kn" 10 
34 .06 CATCH/HOUR: 127 7) 
CATCHIHOUR. \ OF TOT. C SA.MP 
we1gh t 
1 2 1. se 







9 5 4 2 
3. !H 
0 . 62 
100.00 
:>il. F'RlDTJCF !'IA.'JSEN 
DATE: $1 6/0:? 
PROJECT:Wl 
GEAR TYPE o PT No: J 
PROJECT STJ.TICN: 16\4 
POSITION:Lat N 2512 
star~ atop durot1on 
19 ;')1. 58 20.33.29 4::! t1n.inl 
8686 )'; 8688 . 77 :: 18 
F'DEP'ftL 20 55 
BOEPTH 80 S~ 
Towing d1r. 2960 w:re out: 
Sortød . •• Total catch: 
SPEC:ES 
:\'.,) ~ATCH 
T::it a l 
Purpoi<e cod• 
Ar e a code 
GearCond . cod.e: 
Va l.ld1 ty code: 
14C m Speed: 30 
t.009 w 1532 
kn • lD 
C'ATCH1 HOUR: 
CATCH/HOUR \OFTOTC SA.MP 
•...reight nu.~rs 
0 . oo 
DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DAT2: St 610Z 
PROJECT:WJ 
CEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 
PROJECT STATlON: 1615 
POSlTlON. La t U 2510 
u art 
7 1HE .~1:58: 19 
stop durat ion 
22: 28. J5 JO tnunl 
l..00 . 8699. 39 8700.99 1.59 
f'DEPTH · 7) 
BDEPTH . ?J 
Sorted· )3 K.., 
SPEC'lES 
scc:nber 1aponJ.cua 
Ce nt. e x mac-rophthal~s 
?o~dasya 1nC'1sua 
En9:::-aul1!; encr a•.icolu:i 
Pa"ellus e rythr inug 
':;'onger ccnger 
Boop~ boop~ 
Spondyl lOJOOrt.a cantharu:i 
:-r1 i: h1uru i: !eptun.is 
Pagel lua acarno 




TrachurJS t rach1.0n.i s 
Kac:- o rhM1Pho1u1 scolopax 









Wl r o out~ 
Total c a tch. 




Va lldity codo: 
250 m Sp oed: JC 
10 3. 68 CATCH IHO\æ : 
C.ATCH/HOVR 't OF TO'f . C 
wei ght number• 
45 . JO 312 
39 . 78 ')52 
l'> .04 162 
25 . 14 948 
19 .80 96 
10 . JS 4;: 
6 .84 112 
5 .sz 30 
S.00 2 
4 .08 36 
2.64 )66 
l .86 24 
1. ?8 
1. so )0 
0 54 t:: 
0 4 8 108 
0 36. 16~ 
O. JO 6 
o. 2 4 108 








9 . 5 5 
5 0 1 
l . 3 0 
2 .ai 
:: . 4 1 
l.97 
1 2J 
0 . 90 
0 .86 
0. 72 
0 . 26 
0. 23 
0 . li 
0 .14 
0 .12 
0 0 9 
0 .09 
0 . 06 
100.01 




DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE · 6/ 6 / 02 
PROJECT:W3 
GEA.R TYPE : PT No: l 
PROJECT STATION.1616 
POSIT.ICN.1.at N :?S06 
start 
TIME : 2 ]:58 ~ 4 9 
LOC : 8712 93 
fOEPiH: ~'l 
BDEPTH: 51 
SJ t Op clu ration 
00 :15:44 17 lnun l 
8714 os 1.11 
JO 
Sl 
Tow1ng d:.r1 3050 W.i ::: e ou t . 
Sorte<!: 3J Kg 
SP&CIES 
So.rdina p l-lchardus 
Tr lchiuru:i l epturus 




Total catc h. 




Lonq w 1S19 
100 m Speed: )') Jt: n "10 














\ OF TOT C SAMP 







Total ~ 99 .9~ 
OR FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DAT& . 61 610;: 
PROJECTiWl PROJECT STAT!ON 161 7 
GEAR TYPE PT No 4 POS.:TICN·:...at N ~45 ':: 
s t art s top dunt:. 1on 
TIME :03 :42i~1 0JrS8:15 1') lm.:n) 
LOC : 8"14 3.02 8743 90 0. 89 
FOEPTH. 10 10 
BDEPTH: 32 JJ 
Towing d.ir : J20c '··h r e out. 
Sorted: J5 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sar dina p .i lcha I"dua 
Scornbor jap omcu s 






Valld: ty code. 
:...eng w !4'J'J 
80 :l SSMfr<I: 15 kn•tO 
80) 70 C/.TCH/HOOR . l: 14 se 
CATCHI HOVR 
1o1e19ht numbe rs 
lOBO. 00 32824 
101.60 37& 
H.20 12 








OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 61 61 02 
PFIOJEC'T:Wl PROJECT STATION 16!8 
CEAR TYPE BT No· 8 POSITION:Lat N ~451 
a t ilI"t stop du rat. ion 
TJHE : 08 : 27: 26 08.1)7:55 JO l mJ.n l 
LOO :8'766. 57 8788.11 l.53 
FDEPTH . 42 4C 
BDEPTH: 4Z 40 
TO\rillng dJ.r: 1150 Wire out. 
Sor ted: 97 Kg 
SPECIES 
Scornbor japon 1cu s 
Oiplodu 1 bellott1 i 
Trich1urus lep t urua 
Ptage\lua bello t t i i 
Spondyl1osoma c.anthtu"\I• 
Boops boop s 
Poaiadasys incuus 
Trachinus dr.aco 
Pa9e llus acarnv 
'J'rachun.u1 t r achurus 
Aapitnqla ob scura 
L.ol i 9e:> wlgar i i; 
Tot.o l 
To ta 1 c a tch . 
Purpoao code : 
Area coda 
GearCond. code. 
Val idlty code: 
Lonq W '! 5~4 
160 m. Speed: JO Jo::n • 10 





1 . )2 
s .16 


































OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 6/ 6/ 02 
PROJECT.W3 PROJECT S':'ATlOH' 1619 
GEAR TYP&· PT tlo 2 POS I TICN I.At N ~SOIS 
• t a r t stop dura t ion 
TIME tll:44:2S 12:0).16 19 {ft'l.llll 
LOo : 881094 8811.90 096 
FOE PTH : 40 40 
80EPTH: 72 11 
Tow1n9 dir: 115ø Wire out : 





OearCond . code 
Valldi. t y code. 
120 r.i Spoed · 32 
o o~ CATCHIHOUR . 0 13 
CAT'CHIHOVR 1. OF TOT' C SA."IP 
"'-.19ht numbers 
o.u 3 100 .00 
O.ll 100 00 
OFI, FR I DTJOF N}.NS EN 
OATE· 61 6/02 
PROJECT :W) 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 3 
PROJ EC'f' STATlON: 1620 
FOSIT lON: t.at N 2447 
star t stop du::::-at 1on 
TIME : 20:3S:5 1 20:59:47 24 C::iinl 
LOG :8893 .04 8894 .84 1.18 
FDEPTH: 14 ll 
BOEP'nt: 36 l1 
Tow1ng d1r: 298ø WiI"e out 
Sorted: 34 l<g 
SPEC I ES 
sard1na p1lctiordu 11 
Spondyl iosoma cantha!'\.ls 
Sco:rher japomcus 
01plodua bellott1 ::. 
D1plodua vul ga r i:s 
Pagel lua: bollot t u 
Trach i.nu11 d I"aco 
Tota l catch: 
Purpo•e code: 1 
Area code : 2 
GearCor.d.code: 
Va lld1ty code: 
80 m Speed : 4S kn• to 
L.ono w i5Z& 






















2 . <Cl8 
0 .99 




To t a l ~ ~ 
PROJEC'T:WJ JR . FR!OTJCf NANSEN 
!>ATE. 71 6102 GEAR TYPE PT No: 1 
:tta:- t $lOP durat1on 
PROJECT STl.TlCN·1621 
POSlTION:t.at N 2·<l6 
t.onq w 1S02 
TIME :00:09:49 OO :Ui .C.4 6 l::nnl P\!rpose code: 
ux; 8~;;!1 . 9 4 S9~4 .;4 0 49 
FOEPTH' 10 lC 
BDEPTH~ J l ZS 




150 ~ Speed: JZ Y.n~10 
Sonttd. J2 Kg Toto! catch· 3500 00 CATCHI HOUR: 35000. 00 
CATCH/HCUR \ OF TOT. C SAHP 
we 1ght nu:nb e r c 
Sard1na Pl ld~ardus JSOOO .00 301900 100. 00 2114 
JSOOO 00 ----:00.00 
PROJECT:W] PROJECT STATlON .1622 OR. FRIDTJOF NANl:>EN 
DATE: G~R TYPE: ST No : POSITION·Lot N tl01 
start a tOJ) duratlon Lon9 w 1720 
':'!ME 17 ~<; .l) 17 26 OS tm1nl Purpose codo t 
Area c ode 
Oea~Co:"ld. code: 
v.al 1di ty code: 
:.OG 8862 <;8 8S62 6'3 0.09 
F'OEPTM : 47 
BDEFTH. 
Tow1ngd: r · 
So r t ed · ~ Kg 
SPECIES 
Pagellt:s acarnc 
Spor.dy! :.oso:::a canthorus 
Lohgo vulgor1:0 
Trach1nus draco 





4.SC m Speed·4;!0 \.' n"\O 
2 . 97 CATC'HIHOUR: 
CATCH/KOlJR \ OF TOT. C 














DR FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
7 ; o•o.:. 
PROJEC'T :W3 PROJECT STATlON: 1623 
DATE OEAR TYPE P'r No: POSITlCN.Lat N 2440 
i. t an. s top durat ion 
~r~E 12~S9 ·J~ 13 . 29 21 30 l~ir.J 
!.,OG 9037 . 84 90)9 67 l 83 
fDEP1'1i JO lS 
3DEPTli. 64 67 




Sard 1na Pl l chardui;. 
Total cotch: 
Long W 1602 
Purpose code 1 
Area code . 2 
Gearcond . c odo. 
Valid1ty codo: 
120 m Speed: 38 kn•lO 
4 -~9 CATCH/ HOUR : 8 .58 
CATCHtHOUR \ OF' 1'0T. C SAMP 
"''eiQht numbers 
8 .20 100 
0 . 26 
0 . 12 






~·R FRIDTJOF NJJlSEN 
DATE 7: 6/02 
PRoJECT: W) 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 7 
PROJECT S'l'ATION: 16:4 




. 18 ':;l.4';1 
9088 ", 
f"DE?TH. 
BOE?TH . ' 2: 
stop durat l on 
19 30 . ::6 J1 tm1nl 
=)090 !16 1 11 
' 
Tm.;1nq d!r: 6So W1re out. 
Purpo.se code: 
Area code 
Gen. rCond. code 
Va ltdity code · 
2:'.'0 m Speed. JO 
Long w 1530 
kn " lO 
Sorted· 36 i\.g Total co.tch: 12000 . 00 CATCHIHOUR: 194S 9 .46 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SA.HP 
we19 h t nurnbe r a 
So.rd1no p1 lchardu~ 194 0:,9 . 4 6 141806 100. 00 21 16 
Tot<t! ~ 100.00 
:::R fRlDTJOf NANSEN 
DATE: 8 1 6102 
PROJEC'T: Wl PROJEC"T STATlO!l . 1625 
CEAR TYPE: PT No: 2 POSlTION:Lat N 2430 
start st.op durot1on 
TIME .00 . 0l.ll 00·40•4& 38 IMlnl 
LOO .9ll2.9'i 91.l~ 68 2 Z4l 
fDEPTH. 30 16 
80!;;.PTH . 
Towinq dir 
Sorted. 6:: Kq 
!if'E<. :ES 
Si:.·cmbe: ;aponicui; 
S11rd1ne l l a aur i ta 
Sordina pi lcha rdus 
Tolol 
" ll.!io Wlr• out· 
1'ocal citLcch · 
Purpose code: 
Area code 
cea rCond • code · 
Val idi t.y co<le 
lOQ :ti Speed: l'l 
Lon9 w 160J 
kn·lO 




0 . J5 
0 .08 











DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
OATE 8: 610:'.' 
PROJECT:Wl 
CEAR TYPE: PT No· 2 
PROJE'CT STATION":l626 
POSITIOO.La.t N 2421 
start stop dut'at1on 
"!'IME . 1:'.' , 08 t l6 1;! · 2'7:32 19 lminl 
LX : 9223 12 9.:!29. 49 1. J'5 
fDEPTH ' )0 :.'.:S 
BOE?TH · 57 51 
Tow1ng dir· 1800 1.-l i r e out · 
Sort ~d )1 1'q 
SPC:CIES 
Sco.T.be r JapOn.lcus 




Long W 1606 
Purpo~• codo: l 
Arf:!a codo : 2 
GearCond. coda i 
Vllli d ity code: 
120 m Speed: 40 i:n•to 
CA'rCHIHOtJR . 585 2S 
CA'I'CHIHOLJR \ OF TOT C SAMP 
we19bt 
'1.69 . 89 
108 . 00 












OR. FR IOT JOP NANSEN 
DATE: 81 6102 
PROJECT:Wl PROJEC'T STA':'ICN ?621 
GEAR TYPE PT No l POSITION .1..al N ~413 
start s top duro.tJ.on 
TIME :19:56:JS 20 :35: ~4 l9 l:Mnl 
L.00 :9298.SS !n01.2J ~.67 
FDEPTH: 20 30 
BDEPTH: 61 59 
Tow.lng d:i.r. 11Sø ~·hn out. 




Engrouhs t1nc:.tu;; icolu• 
Totol 




Va l.1d1ty code : 
140 m. Speod · 40 kn · lO 
7 . 09 CATC'H1UOIJR, 
CA'I'CHI HOUR \ or roT. c 
woight numbers 
9 . 80 55 
0 98 14 








DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE> 8/ 6 1 02 
PRO.JECT: WJ PROJECT STAT!ON: 16~S 
GEAR TYPE· ET No: 8 POSlT!ON·Lot N ~413 
s t a r t. 1top durot.i en 
TIME : 21:36 :26 22:06 . 14 )0 i rnrnl 
LOO : 9307 . 6'; 9309 , 24 t. 59 
FDEPTH · 6 3 60 
EDEPTH: 63 60 
Tow1n g d 1r 116ø Wire out: 
Sorted: 32 Kg 
SPECIES 
Tra churua trachuru:ii 
Pa.gellus acarne 
0.ntex marocconus 
Paqellus bellott i l 
Pom.tJida !lys incisus 
Spondyl.lo.øoma canthana 
Boope boop :i 
Dentox q.ibboau !O 
Aøpl tr lgla ob.scura 
Sco:r.be r JAponicu.!O 
umbr ina canar iens.l s 
Tt'o.chinu• droco 
Dentex tno.crophthal~u• 
Tra churua t r ecae 
Tra chinus vipera 
Tta churuø plcturatu.s 
Loli90 vulgaris 
C1tharus lingUa t.ula 
Total 
Toe.al catch: 
Purpose code = 
Area code 
Gea rCond cod lil 
V4l .l.dJ..ty COdlili 
220 m Speed· 30 
Long •..; l e :.;: 
kn•to 






:1 . 76 
18 88 
lJ 92 
s . 88 
8 ., 
1 . j2 
5 . 6 0 
3.92 















































OR. FRIDTJ OF NANSEN 
OATB: 91 6102 
PROJECT:W3 PROJECT STAi!ON:1 6:9 
GEAR TYPE: BT No; 8 POS!TION:!At N Z347 
:s tart stop du r (li tio:t 
TIME : 09 154.;24 1D· Z4 · 46 JO lmt ni 
LOO : 9423 . 32 g4zs. 06 i. n 
FDEPTH: 30 )l 
BnEPTH: 30 li 
Towir.g d 1 r: 300Q Wire out · 
Sort ed. 34. Kg Totol cotch 
SPEC'IE:S 
Oiplodus bol lott i 1 
Scomber Japonicu& 
Sard1n a pi lchardus 
Pagellus b"llottii 
Pagel lus acarne 




Trachurus t recae 
O-Ontex cana ri&ncls 




A:re a code 
Ge-a rCond. cod e: 
VAl:d ny codei 
120 in Speed: JO Jm • 10 









59 . 20 
55. 20 
]J 6 0 
16.SO 
11 20 






















J " 1. 11 






DR FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
OATE· 91 6102 
fl'ROJECT:W) 
CE.\R TVPB: PT No; 2 
PROJE.CT STAT~C:'l >.630 
POSITION d .• at N 2 356 
s tart slep durat ion t..on<J ..; !618 
TIME :12:29:32 12;48 . 12 19 lm1n• 
LOC :9442 .57 944 3 88 \ 29 
FDEP'T'H · 25 2S 
BDEP'T'H. '50 49 
Towing dir: 190ø W~r• out: 
Purpo:se code. 
ArE-a c ode 
GearCcnd . c odo: 
Va l id1ty codo: 
llC m Sp<!IE!d: 4 J kn • lO 
Sorted: 3S Kg 'l'otol cotch 525 . 10 CATCHIHOUM. 1658 ~! 
SPECI&S CATCH1HCVR \ OF TOT C SAMP 
Sat'd1na pilchordus 
Sardinel l a a uri t a 
Scot':\ber ) AponiC\Js 
TOt6.l 
-..;eight 














DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE : 9 t 6 / 02 
PROJECT·W) PROJECT STAT !ON Hill 
OEAR TYPE: PT No ; 3 POSI'rION·l.at N ~34'1 
start s top durat.lon Lon<,,1 w 1 6 ~ .2 
TIME :19 : 33:41 20 . 31.H SS lr:'llnl Purposø code · 
LOG : 9509 . JS 9Sl 3. 82 4 4; Area ccdø 
FDEPTH: 21 26 CearCond. code · 
BDEPTH: 46 4) Vbl lth ty codo 
Towing dtr l90e Wire out ~ 40 m Speed·450 1rn• lO 
Sort ed: 65 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sco:n.ber } Apon1cu.s 
Sa.rdina pi lchardus 
Pomada11yø i nc.lsus 
Lo l i go vul9ari:1 
Totol 
Total catch 65 61 CATC'H.1HOUR 
~ATC'll/HOtra \ or 1"0T. c 
"""'uqht nw:l.bers 
41. l8 2J9 
26 . 28 388 
0 . 2 J 1 
0 .05 1 
67 9 4 
60 .92 
38 .69 





D? f'R l 0T JOP NANSEN 
DATE lC 610: 
PROJECT:Wl 
GEAR TYPE : PT No : l 
PROJECT STA1'10N.16J2 
POSITION:Lat N 23l9 
»tort stop d\lrt1 t1on 
TIME . O;: "8 . 24 03 . .2 9 : 44 31 un.a.nl 





Towlr.g dir . 1040 Wire out 
Sorl od , 60 Kq 
SPS:CIF.S 
S1ti r d HH\ pllchoirdua 
Sco;:±ier Jt1pon1cu• 
Uranoscopu s acabor 
Po:na,d& s·1~ tncuua 
Sper.dy: ios cmo contharus 
Sord.!:le: lo aur: tl.I 
Oentlit>< c on.car 1e-nai• 
Umb:-1no canat'1 e ns1l!I: 
Pa.qe llu:s bo ~ lottu. 
!:-ad n.::"'\J.S ::raCh\.lrl.HI 
Trac hinui= dr'ACO 
To ta" 
Total cat:ch: 
Purpoae codo 1 
Ar eo code 
GearCond. code. 
Vol idi ty code. 
100 m Spe ed· 34 
Long w 1631 
kr. · 10 
60.9J CA.TCH / HOUR: 117. 9J 
CATCHtliDUR 
"''e i ght 
75 . 4 8. 
34 . 2 6 








0 . 15 


















0 . 33 
0 .JO 
0 . 16 





D~ FRIDTJOF NANSEN PROJECT:WJ PROJECT STATI ON'' 16J3 
Cl.TC: 1C 1 610: CEAR TYPE: BT Uo: 8 POSITION:Lat N 2130 
8tATt 
TI KE : 10 :1J·32 
LOG ·9637.J1 
s t op durl.ltion 
10:45:07 32 h:rlinl 





Tow1n9 di r . 220c w.iro out: 




Spo ndyl 1oaOtM cantharus 
sco:~.ber' Jt1ipon1 c u 11 
Lol 190 V\ill)Orl l 
P l e::torh1nchu1 med1 terran'ilu a 
As.p itri.11la ob&C'UrA 
Total 
Purpo•e code: 
Ar ea cod& 
CearC'ond .code: 
Valid i ty code: 
150 .rn Speedr 30 
Long 'ti 1629 
kn • 10 






2 . 38 
1. 65 
1. ) 9 
0 . 60 









\ OF TOT C SAHP 
97 6Z 
l.4S 
0 . J~ 
o 24 
c . 17 
0 .14 
0 .06 
100 . 00 
21ll 
2134 
DR FR 10T JOF NANSEN 
DATE: 10.' 6102 
PROJECT:WJ 
CEA.R TYPE: Pl' No: 1 
PROJECT STATICU .1 6)4 










&.top durat ion 
16 : 44:5S Z6 lmi nl 
9693 . 91 ;? . 15 
!S 
l 6 
1'ow1.n9 dl!' : ooø wire out: 
Sorc eoc.I · 35 l'cj 
3ara::"ld p.1. lcho.rdus 
Sc ctl\bo r ) apon1C"us 
Purpose codo : 
Ar fi'ts code 
Ciear Con d . code: 
Vo. l idi ty codo: 




1846 . 15 
1.64 
nurnbe r • 
14>104 
5 
Lonq w 16]) 
kn• 10 
\OFTOTC 




'l'ottil ~ 100 .oo 
OR. rRIOTJOF NANSEN 
Oh'TE· 10 · 6 10Z 
PROJECT:W) 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: l 
PROJECT STATlON:l63S 
POSJTION:Lat N 2318 
s top d..irot ion s to.rt 
TIME : 21:})· 43 
:..ex:; · 97)6 41 
21 .SJ:S8 20 (m1nl 
9137.75 1.26 




Tow10g dir. 29Jø WJ. r e o ut: 
Sortod1 J3 Kg 
SPEClES 
Sa.:-dl !"la p l lchordu:s 
Ruve ( tua pr• l : o au• 
Todorodep; 11a9 ic ta tu,: 
Sccmbe-r 1opon1cus 
Sar d :ne!la aun tb 
Me rl...1cc 1u 1 1Utr':ut·t: ~u & 
To t al 
7otal catch: 
Purpo9 & C'odO: 
Ar~a C'odo : 
GearC'ond. codo: 
Va.l.ldi t y code: 
100 m Spoodt 400 
Long w 16S6 




s . 01 
l . 27 
2 . 82 
2 . 2S 









\ OP TOT. C SAM? 
85 79 
4 _ 97 
l .24 
2 .so 
2. 2 3 
0 . 98 
100 . 01 
2736 
OR FRIOTJOP NANSEN 
:>ATE. ~11 6.' 02 
PROJECT:W3 PROJECT STATION: 1636 
CEAR TYPE: PT Noo 7 POSJTION:La t N 22!>7 
a tart stop durot ion 
i!Mt . OJ · l7.C9 04:05·~7 Z8 lnunl 
!..00 :9791.02 919'2.9) 1.90 
:"DEPTH. 10 lC 
BDE P'l'H: 31 2Q 
TOW!n9 dir. l':iO ø Wi..re o ut: 
Son&d• ) l<g 
SPEC'JES 
DeC'o!llpt e ru a rho='lctus 
Scornbe-c )0ipon1cu• 
Pomotomu• ••l to.tr 1 x 
Lo ll.90 vul~tt.n a 
Trac huri.1. s trcicAv 
D1plodu s ~llot t1l 
l:Je l one b e l ono 9racJ. l1 s 
Alloteuthu s ubul o.to 
Pagellus tal!ctt11 




Long W 1623 
Purpo•o cod• · 
Ar e a codo 
Gea~ond. c::odo . 
Vn.1J. d 1 ty code 
1 SO m Spoodi 40 
3.64 CATCHIHOUR 




0 . 86 
0 . ?7 
() . 56 

















12 . 9':: 
11 . 0J 
9 . 87 
7 . 18 




I 4 1 
O.Sl 




DR FR IDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: ll/ 6/02 
PROJECT : 't13 
GEAR TYPE : PT No: l 
PROJECT STATlCN· 15)7 
PDS ITION Ltst N 2254 
s t a r t s top durat ion Long W 1558 
TIME :1 1 :54:36 12.lO•:ZJ 36 !mi n i Purpon code: 
LOO :98 6 8 . 3~ 9870.89 2 . 49 Ar H c odo 
FOEPTH.: J O 40 C••rCond c ode, 
BC&PTH: 68 7~ Volldlty codc: 
Ta.o1J.ng dir : ø W1ro cut:: 200 m Speed: 4S kn· 10 
Sort:ed: 6 Kg Total calch: 6.00 C1.TCHIHC1JR : 10 .00 
S PECIES CATCHIHOtm \ OF TOT C ShMP 




s .48 10 54 .so 
4.!12 37 45 20 21)8 
100 00 
OR . FRIDTJOF HANSEN 
OATE:llt 6102 
PROJECT:Wl 
C.EAR TYPE ; PT Ho 
PROJECT STAT ION: ! 6J8 
pOStT ICN: Ll.lt N ::::'"> 4 
&tart stop dura:. .:. on 
TIME :13:55:40 14.08.07 12 !mini 
LOO :9879.19 9880.0S 0.86 
FDEPTH: .:00 41) 
BC6PT!i: t;i 8 7 1 
Tow1ng dir: 200ø W.ire out: 
Sorted: 1 Kg 
SPEC'l ES 
1..epidopus co.ud0itua 
En9raul is encras J. colua 
Scorobor jo.ponicuo 
Trachinus dra.co 
Sardina JH l c hardu& 
St11 r d1nell a a ur1 t ei 
Toto ! 
Total catch: 




Vo. l .ldi ty code 
180 .m Sp ead : 4 5 kn·lO 
l. 89 CATCH I HOUR · 
CATCH/HCUR \ or TOT. c 
1o1ei9ht :-1w:i.bers 
2 .95 15 
2.85 160 
1. 40 25 
l J O S 
O. 6S 15 
0. )0 
9 . 45 
Jl. ::2 
JO 16 





9 . 4'"> 
SAMP 
27)9 
DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: l 1 I 6102 
Pii.OJECT1WJ 
CE:AR TYPE· PT No: 5 
PROJ.ECT STATION 16)9 
POSITIOS t.at N Z249 
s t art liltop durat J. on 
T IME :16:25 : 46 16:SS:27 30 t.:ninl 
LOG : 9898 .14 9900.01 1.86 
FOEPTH r 10 10 
BDEPTH. 5S 56 
Towing dir : 287ø W1ro out : 
Sorted: 67 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sardina p l l chard ua 
So r din el la a.uri ta 
Total 
Total c.atch 
Purpos o codc : 
Ar•o code-
Cea r Cond .code: 
Val id1.ty c cdA: 
Lono w -: 646 
160 m. Sp&ed : 40 kn · lO 














OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE:lll 6.'02 
PRO.JEC'T .WJ 
GEA.R TYPE. P1' No. 6 
PROJEC"'T STATIC~ 16<~ 
POSITIOU:IA.t N :~J1 
s t art 
TIME .22:02:18 
LCXJ : 9951.lS 
•top durat ion LO!!.'i! W 1642 
FDEPTH: 10 
BOEPTH : 40 
22:17:06 15 lminJ 
9951 70 0 5S 
10 
42 
Tcwin~ dir . 20ø Wire out: 
Sor t od: 34 l<g Toc.o.l catch. 
?urpose c~lit. 
Area ccde 
oear Cond . code- : 
val1dity cod.e : 
120 m Speed . JO Y.n ' lO 
114 Jl CATCHIHCVR · 
SPEC'IES CATC'HIHOUR \ OF TOT C SA.t.tF 
Sl.lrd1na pilchl.lr dus 
Pomada•Y• lnci-:su s 
Scombor )apon1cus 
Spondylioøoma c antharu• 
Ploctorh1nchun ap . 
T rachuruø trecae 
Pt119• llU3 bøllott.l.l 
Trachu :'"Us t rachun.is 
Pagellus .o.c o.rne 




we19ht number s 
J4S 60 2524 
l!> 16 192 
20 '64 96 
11.40 96 
12 . 52 16 
7 .04 60 
6. 36 l 6 
4 .92 36 
l 00 12 
l 68 12 

















OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN PROJ.ECT.W.3 PROJECT STATICN 164 1 
OATE:l2/ 6102 GEAR TYPE . ST t-:o· B POS1T ION:Lo.t N 2241 
star t stop durat1on t.ong ·~ 1705 
TlHE :01:0S:!>6 01:35142 JO lnun> Purpo•• coda. 
l..00 :9 'J76.63 9978.1.3 l.50 Aroa code 
FDEPTH: 7 4 ? l Ooa r'Ccnd. code-: 
BDEPTH: 74 71 Vahdity code. 
Tow i ng dir: ll~ø Wae out . 240 m Speed: JG kn • lO 
Sort ed: 14 Kg Total catc h: 111. ll CATCH/HOVR · 222 .22 
SPECIES CA.TCH/HO\Æ \OFTO'T'.C SAMP 
Trachuru• t r a c hurus 
E."\9t a ul u e ncrasicolua 




Pagelluø acor ne 
Arnoglo.01us imperialin 
C1tha ru9 li r.guatula. 
Ml croch 1 rus sp. 
Sp o ndyl iosoma c antharuø. 
Scornber j .aponkua 
Sardina pilchArdu• 
Dentex g1bbos us 
H e r lUCCl.US ft)QJ'"lUCClUS 
Sordlnella l.lun t o 
Uranoscopua c o.denot1 
Cent • >< canariensl.s 
:.llex c;-01ndot11 
Lol.igo w l qar 1s 
Boops boops 
Trtt.chinu• dra.co 
Dontex inacrophth11.l mus 
Tota l 
wo 19hc 
















































~' ~· l " 0 7 6 
0 . 10 
0 ~:: 











DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
:>ATE. l.:!.' 6102 
PROJECT:~H 
OEAR TYPE: PT No: 6 
PROJECT 51'.ATION: 1642 
POSITION:Lo.t N 2221 
stort 
TI!':E :08 _ ')'j. J4 
:.oc 4 6 . 08 
•top du n tio:i 
09.26.1.:! ll Cl'!\inl 
4 '1 69 1 S1 
rnEPTHc 0 
BDEPTH J l 
0 
~8 
780 Wi r e out : 
Sorted 4~ KQ Tot& l c&teh : 
:;PECI Es 
Sordi,~ø p. l<::hat'du11 
EnQr.C.u! l ø encrbs !coh.:• 
Sc~r Japon1cus 
Sepin o~f1c.inalls h1erredda 
Trad"'.t"lotus ov"tus 
Trachuru:; t recae 
Decopterus rhonchus 
Trac:hi>:"U& t rat"h,,;.n"u: 
Totøl 
Long w 1639 
Purpose code: l 
Ar e a eode . 2 
Get11.=Co nd . coda 1 
Valldi t y coda. 
1 20 m Speed : 30 k n • lO 
8 ,8 .0J CA.TCHI HOVR: 1 64 1 . 35 
::'ATCH/HOUR 
weJ. l}ht 






0 . 7 5 
0 .08 


















PROJECT:W3 PROJECT STATlON: 164.3 :;JR FR101'JOF NANS EN 
DATE 1 21 6r02 OE:AR TYPE : ST No: 8 POSITION1 t. a c N 2205 





zo . 23 ;::.; 
H l .33 
)I 
)I 
:o .i.J . 04 :::o (:tunl ?u r-pos• c odo : 1 
Ar ea c odo : 2 
Geo.rCond. codlil; 
Vdl i dity coda· 
142. 36 1.01 
)1 
li 
Tcw.ln9 dir ~·l.re out: 
Sc:rted JO .._9 Total catch. 
SPEc :Es 
Di.plodus Vt;lga.os 
.:..p.:..;dus r..c-1 l ot t l ~ 
F- l ector h ! nchus m(Jod1t u rro.nouo 
Spond y l1010o:r.a c anthan.io 
Trachuni. s t recae 
Deti t e x c ana r1ons .ld 
Pagrus au r .iga 
D1plodus c erv1nus corv1nus 
Z.QUS fa~r 
Pomade.sy• roger t 
Pcmadasys inc i sus 
Scorpt1.er.a scrofa 
Loh90 vulga r :u 
Oecopteruio rho:tdtus 
'..hllb!'l.na canar1ens .:. s 
Pa;4i' llu$ bellot.t.u 
Argyrosotnus re~ i us 
Tra.churua t r .och un1• 
:·onq1:u· conii et' 
A: :ot uu th oi:;. 1:1ub• . d"-ta 
DR FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
120 m Speed · 30 kn·10 
562 90 CATCH/HCVR· 1688 70 
CATC'HIHOIJR \ CF' ror. C SAMP 
we1ght 
su . co 
.\12 " 30 
161. 10 
lS9. 30 
1 25 . 73 
111. 60 
86. 10 
45 . 15 
28 . JS 
28 . JS 
22 .so 
22.05 
:?l . l') 
1S . 9J 
9 " 21 
8 " SIS 
Ei " 45 
6 .l:l 
J "S l 


























9 .4 3 
7 .4S 
6. 61 









0 . Sl 
0. 38 







PROJECT STATION: 1644 
DATE·U; 610;? CEJ..R TYPE: PT No : <: POSlTlON:La.t N 2203 
s ta r t. ;i;top du ratio:"\ IAT\9 w 1721 
TlHE : 00 : 00:40 00:12 Sl 12 hnir.I Purpose code: 1 
Ar ea code . 2 
GearCon d . code. 
Va l i d .i t y code: 
LOG 11:?.1'l 11~ 89 0.74 
FOEPTH · 10 10 
DDEPTH. 81 89 
Tow .:.n9 di r : 220ø W1re out . 120 ~ Sp oed. 35 .-.n•lO 
Sort ed : 3 J Kg Total catch: 3000 . 00 CATCHIHOtJR: 15000 . 00 
Si>E'CIE:S 
Sordina p1 l cha.rdus 
Sardli\111114. a ur.:. t.d 
St"O:T.ber J t1pon1cus 
'!' rAn\H nlS t rach>Jn.ia 
CATCH/ HOUR 
wo1ght 
124Sl . JO 
1$96 . 90 















PROJEC1"W3 PROJEC"T STATION: 1645 Ck FR!:rTJOF NAUSEN 
OATE· llt 6/02 GEAR TYPE: PT N"o: 2 POSITION:Lot N 21S3 
s t:art 
TIHE :03 : 5J;06 
UXi . 20 3"91 
s t op durat1on 
04:03.10 10 4m.inJ 
.204 . 56 0.64 
f'OEPTH 30 3D 
BDEPTH l OS 106 
Towlng d i r : 1800 Wire out: 
Sort ed. 34 l<g 
S Pttll:':S 
Trachurus t ro.churua 
Sccmbe:- Japor.1cus 
Tira.cta.::-us treca e 
En;:al.11 ls e nc:rasicc;;lu s 
Sordir.a p1 lc!laniu• 
Toto I 
Total catch: 
Purpos e code: 
J..rea code : 
GearCond . co de: 
Va.ll.dl.ty codo: 
120 m Sp eed : 40 
Long W 1122 
k n • l O 





9. 90 90 
6" 30 450 
l 80 CJC 
30':>4 . 60 










:iR FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
"'11.TE . 21' 6; 0.Z 
PROJECT: W] 
GEAR TYPE: P'I' Not 4 
PROJECT STATICN: 1646 
POSITION:Lat N 2209 
sta r t stop durat1on 
1'IME 01: 07 · •:>2 
:.00 . lOS'J . 86 
01 · 37:5;! 31 t:?Unl 
105'? 96 Z . 09 
fOE PTH: 10 10 
BOEPT>!: 44 S8 
Tow1ng dlr: 2100 W1r• cut· 
Sorted· 26 l{g 
Si>ECIES 
':':- J.t'hto.;rus !.epturus 
Sard1nollo au r l ta 
Sard1r.ella. 1Mr.leren~1s 
Pctnotoreus s a l tat rl. X 
Scom.bor )a.pon1 ::-us 
Tota l catch: 
Long w 1702 
Purposo code: 
Ar ea codc 
Ge a.rC'ond. code: 
Va ll.dl.ty code· 
120 m Speed: 4 0 kn" lO 














4~ . :24 
Jl.1:! 








OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
OATE ; 21/ 6/02 
PROJEC'T:WJ PROJECT StATION: 1641 
CEAR TYPE; PT No • .;. POSITlON.t.At N 215.; 
start • top durat1on Long W 170:: 
TIME :OS:34 : 48 06:04110 29 Cminl 
LOO : 109J, 7l 109S.5l l 80 
F'OEPTH: 10 10 
BDEPTH : 41 49 
Towing d 1r 284 0 W1r e cut: 
Sort ed ~ 27 Kg 
SPECIES 
Sardinel la aun.ta 
Scocn.ber 1apon1cus 
Alloteuthis s ubulata 
Lollgo vul9ans 
Trachurus t r a c hurus 
Toe.al c a tch : 
Purpose- code · 1 
Are.a codo 
Cea rCond . codo ; 
Va lld.ity c od.u 
14 m Spt1ed 30 k n • 10 
21.14 CATCHIHOVR: 
CATCHIJ.iOl)R \ Of TOT. C 




0 . ':>2 ;?J 






Tota l ~ --iooOi 
OR. FRI DTJ OF NANSEN 
DJ.TE : 21/ 6102 
PROJECT:WJ 
GEAR TYPE : PT No 6 
PROJ.ECT STAT ION: 1648 
POS ITION.La t N 215.9 
s t op d urat ion Lonr;r w 17:0 :stort 
TI ME :08 d2 : 29 
LOO :11 11.68 
08 :42:28 JO C:nin l Purpose codo : 1 
1113 .09 1.40 Ar ea. code : 2 
F'DEPTH : 10 10 Gearcond c ode· 
BOEPTH : 78 82 Vnl.ldl.t y c;ode: 
Tow1ng dir: 3500 Wire out : 14 0 m Speed 30 >'.n • lO 
Sorted 8 Kg Toto l C'Otc:r.. 8 00 CATCH /HOUP 16 oc 
SPECIES 
Sc:OR"»-r Japon icus 





0 . 60 




'\. OF TOT SAHP 
DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 2 1 / 6 102 
PROJEC'I' :W3 
OEAR TYPE: BT No: 
PROJECT STATi oN 1649 
POStT ION . I,;at N :'139 
s tart a t op durat ion Long w PH 
TIME : l3 :15: 1'l1 13 ~ 45 . 10 30 l minJ PU. rposo code: 
t..OC :1155 . 57 1157 . 04 1.44 Aroa c odo 
FDEPTH: 79 88 Gea.rConcl.ccde: 
BDEPTH: 19 88 Va l1d!ty code: 
Towlnq dir: 2150 W1 r e out: 300 m. Speed: 30 kn· lO 
Sorted: 40 .K9 To ta 1 c a tch. 2041. 9 4 CATCH/HOVR: 4095 "88 
SPECIES 
Trac:hurus trachurua 
En9roul 1s e n c ras i colu• 
Oentex macrop ht.ha lmus 
Pa ye l l u s acarno 
Trachu rus tr"ca e 
Umbr lnO. cana r i ensuo 
Plectorh1nchus ;::.Cl'd.iterroneus 
Scomber Japoni.cus 
Lepidopus caud a tus 






Anthia s a nthia s 
Spondyl io1oma c a ntho.rua 
Oentex c a na r1ens1s 
Dipl odus bol lott.11 
Pagrus a fr1canus 
Uranoacopus sea.ber 
Conger conger 
Diplodus vulgari .s 




2815 . 00 
680 "00 





20 . 00 
19 .20 
lS . 50 
14 .10 
14 . 00 





























































OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE·Zl! 6/02 
PROJECT:WJ PROJ&C"J' STATION. J6'j,C 
CEAR TYPE: PT No S POSITION . La:. 1' ::H.C 
sta r t s top durat ion 
TIKE :15:10:26 1S:40:12 JO lnunl 
t..00 :1166 . 90 1168.7' l .iZ 
FOEPTH: 10 10 
BDEPTH: 65 67 
ToWl. ng d i r : 27';o W1irc out; 
Pur-pose code. 
Ar o a c ode : 
Gea rCond. code: 
Vt11. lldlty code: 
150 m Speed: 4 0 
Long w Pl4 
kn • l O 
So r tod: 76 Kg Total catch: 2290 . 63 CATCH/HO'JR · 4581 . 26 
SPECIES 






804 . 00 









Tot&l ~ 100 00 
DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DJ..TE :211 6/02 
PROJEC'T:WJ PROJtt'T STATl'JN.16Sl 
GEAR TYPE · PT No; 4 POSITION'·Lal N ~l::l 
stort t.t op durat 1011 
TIME · 20 : 53 :35 21 : 07 : .;9 14 l nun) 
1..00 i 121S "99 1 216.76 0 15 
FOE'PTH: 10 10 
BDEPTH: 60 60 
Towim; dil" : 112ø Wiro out · 
Sor ted: 7 6 Kg 
SPECI&S 
Sardina pl.lchar dus 
Sard1nella :r. adereniu s 
Sard1nella a.urita 
Toto.1 
Total catch • 
?urposo c odo : 
Ar e a. c odo 
Gea rCor:d. cod~ : 
Vall.chty codei 
Long I'.' lill 
HO t:t Speed: J2 kn · to 
1142 . 00 CA'l'C}llHOUN 4894 29 
CATClilHOUR 
we19ht 
4482 . 86 













DR. FRIOTJOF NANSEN 
OATi': . .'.!.:!: 6F0~ 
PROJECT:Wl 
CEAR TYPE: PT No: 4 
PROJECT STATION': 1652 
POSlTION:t..ot fl 2l:l4 
Lon9 W 1730 
T!M.E 
LOG 
starl 11 top durat ion 
21 : 39 !i 00:10:0:: l1 lmlnl 
.12Js.89 1240.n i Jo 
FDEPTH : 10 10 
BOCPTH: )06 271 
TO'..,,lnq d ir· l5o Wlre out: 
Sor-t~· 33 J<g Totol cAtch : 
Purpose code: 
Area code 
Gearcond. c;"odo : 
Val.i d i ty codo: 
140 m Speed: 40 
2 65 . Sl CA'J'CHIHOVR · 514 . 47 
SPECIES C'ATCH!ttOUR \ or TOT c SA."!P 
Trachurus trachurus 
Trachurus trecae 










2539 48.00 2769 
1208 ll .15 2770 
1332 20 .11 2771 
2 0 . 08 
---ioooo 
O~ FR IDTJOF NANSEN PROJECT :WJ 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 2 
PROJECT STAT!ON;l6SJ 
POS LTION:Lac N 2109 





01 ~o ~ : Hl 03:16:57 14 im1n1 PUrpoi;: e code: 
::'.63 . 9 8 126':> 03 l OJ 
l s 15 
103 107 
To·..,1n9 d1 r W~re out, 




7:'.achLr'U5 t rAchun:u: 
F.:tqroul l.S encras1colus 
Area code 
GoarCond.code: 
Val id1 ty code. 
80 ra Speed · 45 kn · lO 
107 . 25 CATC'HI HOV'R: 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF 1'01'. 
.... '91i)ht number• 
429 . 43 17563 9) .4) 
21-J4 206 4 .64 
8 . ,, no 1.90 





Total ~ ----ioo:oo 
PROJECT STATION; 1654 
:lATE.:ZJ1 6 r0~ GEAR TYPE: PT No: 4 POSITION: Lat N 2047 




18 ~ 23 : S9 
- l382 2 J 
18-4Z·08 18 (run) 
ll8J 38 L 14 
Purpose codo: 1 
AreA code : 3 





4) Val1d1ty code: 
Tcw.ing dJr- W1re ou.t: 140 m Speed. 35 kn·lO 
scned· 7 J\q 
SPECIES 
7racl-:Lru~ tre.:.·a r; 
Sc::m\bErr J4pon 1cus 
[.J"capterus rhor.chus 
En9raul1s encras .1.col u:1 
Sep1el l a. ornata 
Trachuru:i trachurus 
Doop:: boops 
Toto l catch- 7 . 64 CATCHIH01JR· 25 ,47 
CATCHIHOUR \ Of TO'l' c Sl\MP 
we1ght nwnbe r s 
10 . 50 87 4l 22 2174 
6 . 4J 1S7 25 .25 2777 
5 . 07 JO 19 91 27?5 
1.97 217 7. 73 2776 
0 . 70 20 2. ?5 
0 . 57 30 2 .24 
0 . 2) ) 0.90 
To:a.1 ~ 100.00 
PRO.JECT STA710N:l655 
OE.AR TYPE : PT No: 4 POSITtON :L4t U 2041 




20 . 3C·OS. 20:~8·08 Z8 ll'l\l.:'11 
ll9S 01 1196 '4 1 68 
~o to 
BDE;PTH: 59 58 
Son.ed . 42 l-.9 
SPEClES 
Sord!na ptlchardus 












Valid Hy code: 
C.ong W 1724 
l 40 tn Speed: JS kn• lO 
1257.00 CA.TC'H1HOVR. 269J. S? 
CATCH/HCUJt \ Of TOT c SAMP 
WOl.ght nu.~r• 
19S7 .SO 91~96 72.67 2778 
l 92 14 48572 14 .S6 2780 
258 . 43 27394 9. 59 2761 
48. 21 llS l. 79 2779 
32.14 171 l. 19 
2.5i' 1Z9 0 .10 
1-93 193 0 .07 
0. 64 129 0 .02 
269 L S6 99 99 
PROJEC"T STATICN: 1656 
OEAR TYPE: PT No: 4 POSITION:l..at N ~04 7 
start 11top durat lon 
T?H!:: ~3 19 :a 00·09.l: JO t:iun1 
LOG 1416 l2 1417 91 l ~8 
FOE?TH· 10 10 
SCEP'fH 3~5 99 
Purpo:se cod•-
At ea code 
GearCond.cod•-
Va lid1 ty code. 
Lor.g W li40 
Tow1nq ri1 r 9Do W1 re oul- 200 n. speed 40 kn•lO 
Trachurus t reca e 
Trachurus t rachurus. 
E..'1graul.:.s encras icolua 




Total catch: 1491-65 CATC'HIHOIJR : 2983 , JO 
CATCH / HOUR \ OF TOT- C SAMP 
we.i9ht nuinhen1 
191 6 . 00 226826 64 .22 2783 
75B . 80 88412 :?~.43 2782 
238 . 32 19H6 1.99 
27 . 10 1028 0 . 91 
23 36 766Z 0 78 
19 . 62 148 0 .66 
2983 .20 99 99 
Annex Ill Instruments and fishing gear used 
The Simrad EK-500, 38kHz echo scientific sounder was used during the survey for fish 
abundance estimation. The Bergen Echo Integrator system (BEI) logging the echogram 
raw data from the sounder, was used to scrutinize the acoustic records, and to allocate 
integrator data to fish species. All raw data was stored to tape, and a backup of the 





Bottom detection menu 
Transducer depth 5.5 - 7.5 m 
Absorption coeff. 10 dB/km 
Pulse length medium (lms) 
Bandwidth wide 
Max power 2000 Watt 
2-way beam angle -21.0 dB 
SV transducer gain 27.01 dB 
TS transducer gain 27.26 dB 
Angle sensitivity 21.9 
3 dB beamwidth along. 7 .1 ° 
3 dB beamwidth athw. 6.9° 
Alongship offset 0.07° 
Athwardship offset 0.03° 
Echogram 
Bottom range 
Bottom range start 
TVG 
Sv colour min 
TS Colour minimum 
Range 
TVG 





20 log R 
-67 dB 
-60 dB 
0-50, 0-100, 0-150, 0-250 or 0-500m 
20 log R 
-60 dB 
-40 dB 
A calibration experiment using a standard copper sphere was performed in False Bay, 
South Africa 22 April 2002. 
Fishing gear 
The vessel has two different sized "Åkrahamn" pelagic trawls and one "Gisund super" 
bottom trawl. For all trawls, the Tyborøn, 7.8m2 (1670 kg) trawl doors were used. 
Complete drawings of the trawls used are included. 
